
Juneteenth in West 
Marin: A Celebration 
of Freedom
Cabaret Underground in conjunction with 
with the International Day of Peace Festival 
and the San Geronimo Valley Community 
Center is proud to present Juneteenth in 
West Marin: A Celebration of Freedom, 
Sunday, June 27th, 4pm on Zoom.

For the very first time in History ‘Juneteenth’ 
will be commemorated in San Geronimo 
Valley in Marin County. Due to Covid 19 
the event will be held virtually. This histori-
cal event will be educational, informative and 
entertaining. 
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Rolling Stones
by Dave Cort, Executive Director
Greetings to our wonderful community and to all of the 
readers of Stone Soup and everyone who participates 
in our Center’s programs and activities. As we move 
into summer and into our 16th month of navigating 
the pandemic we are now able to begin to slowly open 
our facilities up to some in person programming in the 

Community Center building and the Community Gym. We continue to priori-
tize our work to diligently provide safety net support to our residents through our 
weekly food distributions, financial assistance and rental assistance along with After 
School Childcare. Throughout the pages of this issue of Stone Soup, by going to 
www.sgvcc.org and by signing up to receive and by reading our Constant Contact 
updates every Thursday you can stay informed about our programs and services 
offered and how our Community Center is navigating reopening and in person 
programming. Deep appreciations to our community members who have made and 
continue to make generous contributions to support our Community Center.
I am writing this column in early May, just after Mother’s Day. I woke up on 
Mother’s Day with a lot of mixed emotions. First and foremost, I was feeling very 

Preparing Your Home 
For Fire Season
by FIRESafe Marin
As we move into the summer and reflect on the wildfires, power shut offs and air 
quality over the past four years we reached out to FIRESafe MARIN who for-
warded us the following article which stresses the importance of how to best pro-
tect your home. Thank you to FIRESafe Marin, Marin County Fire Department 
and the Valley Emergency Readiness Group (VERG) for supporting our commu-
nity members as we prepare for another fire season.

“The firestorm descended like a dragon from hell on the foothill neighborhoods 
and laid them to waste.” “The wildfire swept through the community with a tsu-
nami of flame.” “The wildfire literally exploded houses in flames leaving destruc-
tion in its path.” These three quotes represent common misconceptions about 
the behavior of wildfire. In fact, the typical pattern of destruction from wildfire 
is total home destruction with surrounding vegetation unconsumed. Jack Cohen, 
PhD research physical scientist retired from the National Forest Service and con-
sidered by many to be the godfather of wildfire science, believes research shows 
that our homes are actually being destroyed during wildfires due to a home 
ignition problem. You can hear Jack and others discuss this issue by watching 
the FIRESafe MARIN YouTube video titled “Zone Zero: Ground Zero When 
Protecting Your Home.”

Embers are the most common cause of home ignition. They are light enough to 
be blown through the air and can result in the rapid spread of wildfire by spot-
ting (in which embers are blown ahead of the main fire, starting other fires). 
Should these embers land on or near your house, they could just as easily ignite 
nearby vegetation, accumulated debris, or enter the home (through openings or 
vents). Recent research indicates that two out of every three homes destroyed 
during wildfires were ignited either directly or indirectly by wind-dispersed, 
wildfire-generated, burning, or glowing embers and not from the actual flames of 
the fire.

Research and post-fire assessments have shown that property owners can protect 
their homes and businesses against wildfire by addressing three clear sources of 
vulnerability: materials and design features used in building the home or busi-
ness, the landscaping vegetation located immediately adjacent to the home or 
business, and the general vegetation and other combustible materials and items 
on the property surrounding the home or business. Each of these sources can 
be dealt with through maintenance, appropriate choices in building materials, 
design improvements, and vegetation management. 

Defensible space is essential to improve your home’s chance of surviving a  
wildfire. 

continued on page 9

continued on page 2

Dr. Mwanza Furaha

Estimados lectores de español. Si está interesado en recibir alguno de estos artículos de Stone Soup en  
español, comuníquese con nosotros por correo electrónico a info@sgvcc.org o llame al 415-488-8888 ext 0.

continued on page 10
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Jean Berensmeier, Founder
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NextGen Greenstich 
Climate Internship
by Cory van Gelder and Alexa Davidson
A mural that weaves together our history and our future

Globally, young people have been the active voice fighting against injustice and 
forging new pathways for our future. Right here in the Valley, our NextGen 
Greenstitch Climate interns have been steadily educating, taking action, and 
inspiring us through their dedication to our community and our planet. As part 
of the internship, these young people have been focusing on a mural project, 
which will live on the wall outside the Community Center’s West Room, and 
is intended to inspire people to address the Climate Crisis and imagine a new 
future. During this process, the interns were connected to the Connie Smith 
Siegel Legacy Trust, a group working to preserve Connie’s work and promote her 
vision for art, creativity, and preservation of the natural world and our planet. The 
weaving together of this rich history of art in the Valley with the next generation 
of creatives has given way for a unique collaboration that both honors the past 
and inspires innovation. Through this process a beautiful story is emerging that 
will culminate in the finished mural at the Community Center. 

Anna Jensen the lead artist on the mural project and Cory vanGelder the 
Greenstitch internship mentor met with Dahlia Kamasar, Ayumi Kie Weissbuch 
and Carol Griffin at Connie's studio.  This first meeting, inspired Dahlia, Ayumi, 
and Carol to offer one of Connie’s color workshops to all the Greenstitch Interns. 
The interns were instantly drawn in and were grateful to have this hands-on 
experience with working with color in Connie’s unique and inspiring way led by 
Connie’s dedicated students and now teachers for the NextGen. The color work-
shop met in the breezeway at the mural site and inspired the use of color for the 
mural design. 

Woven into the mural, the NextGen interns honor Connie Smith Siegel’s legacy 
with a rendering of her face, representing an elder of our community, and a guid-
ing spirit caring for the planet. Both in her studio and at the mural workshop 
there was a palpable feeling of her presence with the power of who she was being 
passed along to future generations. 

Kathy Edward’s a local muralist and fine artist, has also given much of her time 
helping the group to execute the mural and taking them through the steps of 
working on a collaborative idea, all the way through finalizing a detailed finished 
color drawing that can be enlarged onto the wall. The passing forward of knowl-
edge and the intergenerational layers of mentorship that have emerged from this 
project encapsulate the purpose of the NextGen program. 

Community Center Staff Directory
and Phone Extensions
Dave Cort, Executive Director . . . .  . . . . . .415-488-8888 ext. 224
 dcort@sgvcc.org
Jack Sayers, Director of Operations . . . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 251
 jsayers@sgvcc.org
Nicole Ramirez, Director of Human Services and Youth Programs 
 nramirez@sgvcc.org . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-8888 ext. 254
Alexa Davidson, Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives  
  adavidson@sgvcc.org . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4888 ext. 251
Michele McCourtney, Development Coordinator
  mmccourtney@sgvcc.org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4888 ext. 0
Helen Ferlino, Finance Manager
  hferlino@sgvcc.org  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4888 ext. 0
Larry Rippee, Visual Arts Coordinator/Events 415-488-8888 ext. 252
 lrippee@sgvcc.org
Julie Young, Youth & Senior Programs. . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 309 
 jyoung@sgvcc.org
Poko Giacomini, Human Services and Facilities Coordinator, Disaster  
 Preparedness Coordinator/MIDC Executive 
 pgiacomini@sgvcc.org . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .415-488-8888 ext. 250
Howie Cort, Gym/LOFT Coordinator  . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 219
 hcort@sgvcc.org
Buck Chavez, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT 415-488-4118 ext. 218
 gym@sgvcc.org
Cory van Gelder, NextGen Program Facilitator
 corylvg@gmail.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .415-488-8888 ext. 0
Amber Smith-Dulin, Program Coordinator 
 asmith-dulin@sgvcc.org . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 218
Skyler Pemberton, VAST
 skylerbrynpemberton@gmail.com . . . . . . . . . .415-488-8888 ext. 0
Zoila Berardi, Family Advocate - Gym/LOFT 415-488-4118 ext. 309
The LOFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 218
Gym Office  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 219
“Zoila’s” Childcare Center  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415-488-4118 ext. 309

Fire continued from page1

It’s the buffer you create between a building on your property and the grass, trees, 
shrubs, or any wildland area that surround it. Defensible space will help slow or 
stop the spread of wildfire and protect your home from catching fire – either from 
direct flame contact or radiant heat. Defensible space is also important to help 
protect firefighters when they are defending your home. Creating defensible space 
does not mean you need a ring of bare dirt around your home. Through proper 
planning, you can have both a beautiful landscape and a fire safe home.

Four zones make up the required 100 feet of defensible space. Zone Zero extends 
0-5' from structures, including the building itself, and should be completely free 
of combustibles. Zone 1 begins 5' from your house and extends 30 feet away. The 
most aggressive clearance is required closest to the structure. Zone 2 lies beyond 
the home defense zone, extending at least 100 feet from the house or to your 
property line. Greater defense zone widths may be necessary if your home is on 
a steep slope or in a windswept exposure. The Access Zone, Zone 3, is adjacent 
to roads and driveways, 14' overhead and 10' from the edge of the roadway. For 
detailed information about what actions need to be taken in each of the four 
zones, please go to the firesafemarin.org website and select “Create a Fire-Smart 
Yard.” There is also an excellent Fire Smart Landscaping video from UC Marin 
Master Gardeners available on the FIRESafe MARIN youtube channel.

A coupled approach, using good defensible space and a fire hardened home is 
necessary to provide the greatest level of protection. Preparing and maintaining 
adequate defensible space will guard against flame contact and radiant exposures 
from nearby vegetation. When it comes to protecting your home against embers, 
fire-resistant building material and design considerations cannot be ignored. 
Similarly, if you don’t have defensible space - or don’t maintain it – the wildfire 
will produce maximum ember, flame, and radiant exposures to your home. It is 
very unlikely that even hardened buildings can survive such exposure, as a weak 
link will likely exist somewhere in the building enclosure.

The FIRESafe MARIN website has a detailed guide prepared by the Insurance 
Institute for Business and Home Safety that describes how to harden your home 
called “Protect Your Property From Wildfire.” Here are some of the most impor-
tant actions you can take to harden your home. Make sure that your roof is rated 
Class A and is kept free of leaves and other flammable debris. Keep your gutters 
clean and screened. Regularly inspect for debris accumulation on and around sky-
lights. If you have vented openings to your attic or crawl space, make sure these 
vents are covered with 1/8-inch corrosion resistant metal mesh. Windows and 
glass doors should be constructed of dual-pane tempered glass. Remove all com-
bustible materials under decks and consider use of fine mesh screening to keep 
out embers. If you have combustible siding, make sure that you maintain ground-
to-siding clearance of six inches and create a non-combustible zone around the 
first five feet of the home. New fences should be constructed of ignition resistant 
materials and attachments to homes (usually gates) should be non combustible. 

Making your home or business and community better able to survive a wildfire 
is a process that will be well worth the effort. Some projects can be done in a 
weekend, although it is important to remember that routine maintenance must be 
part of any long-term plan to reduce the vulnerability of your home or business to 
wildfire. 
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Volunteer Profiles 
by Nicole Ramirez

This month's volunteer profile is an appreciation to the core group of volunteers 
that have been volunteering with us throughout the Covid-19 pandemic this year. 
These volunteers offer their precious time, energy and have put themselves at risk 
to serve our community. On behalf of the entire staff at the San Geronimo Valley 
Community Center, we appreciate all of you volunteers!

Nancy Masterson
Originally from New York City, New York
“I was in some volunteer groups, got email and over time I have come to appre-
ciate more and more about doing services. I believe in doing service for people. 
There’s a profound satisfaction and being able to offer folks good healthy food. A 
particular pleasure over time getting to know different families and their different 
needs and being able to meet that.”

Dave Childers
From Marin County since 1965
“When I was in junior high, my father and I went to a food bank. I decided it is 
time to give back to the community. It is a great way to meet people, and I realized 
I’ve been fortunate in life”.

Andy Smith
Born in England
“I retired two and half years ago. My last job was in maintenance working with 
animals at Wildcare. I don’t eat animals and so I decided it is time to work with 
humans.  I don’t think people get enough help. I like to keep busy, and I would 
like to go back to England to see my sister one day”.

Merrianne Vizza
Lives in Kentfield
“I started volunteering at the Food Bank at College of Marin pre-pandamic. I 
also volunteered at the SF/Marin Food Bank Wearhouse in San Rafael. Through 
the SF/Marin Food Bank website, there was one last spot left to volunteer at San 
Geronimo Valley Community Center site and so I signed up. Working at Food 
Bank is rewarding and you get to meet people. I like to support them, and every 
once in a while people need a hand. Being able to leave my house and volunteer at 
SGVCC Food Bank is good for your soul”.

Susan Kraft
Lives in San Anselmo
“Feeling hopeless during Covid, I felt the need to do something.  I felt the need to 
help in any small way not to mention a good excuse to get out of the house. Once 
I came, everyone was so nice and it made it easier to keep coming back”. 

Luigi Baker
Lives in Tiburon over 50 years. 
“I have been volunteering for over 55 years. I thought I would visit Tony at Two 
Bird and volunteer at SGVCC Food Bank. People who volunteer are very special. 
I love seeing food that goes to good people and places. Greeting people makes a 
wonderful situation”. 

Teska Hapig-Ward
From Tuolumne California
“I like the community aspect of it and people are committed. Everyone is happy 
and it’s clear that is the highlight of their week. Food Bank produces food waste 
and it helps food insecurity. Everyone is nice and welcoming and always having a 
good time. Best thing you can do on a Thursday morning!”

Bob Cahn
Lives in Fairfax
“I have gratitude from where I am at. I have a home, wife, and plenty of food. I 
know there’s a lot of people who need help and contributing something feeds my 
soul. I also volunteer at the SF/Marin Food Bank Wearhouse in San Rafael on 
Tuesdays. I enjoy being here. It feels like a family. Not only do I experience giv-
ing, it is also enjoyable, meaningful and a pleasant experience. I also attended San 
Geronimo Jewish Community – Gan Halev for 15 years.”

Susan Davis
From LA lives in Marin County more than over my life time
“Weighing risk over Reward”
“Reward is giving back to the community. A lot of my volunteering is with ani-
mals and this is another side of the need. It is the hightlight of my week and it 
is very important part of the solution and not the problem. Everyone will get 
through this!! Much appreciation to the staff and your dedication. I would have 
never met you all if I didn’t come out here. And music is nice too”. 

West Marin Coalition 
for Healthy Youth 
(WMCHY)
by Alexa Davidson

On April 20th,2021, the West Marin Coalition hosted part two of our Returning 
Together series—this time hearing directly from young people about their experi-
ence during the pandemic and what they needed to reenter. Our young people 
have shown incredible resilience during the Covid-19 pandemic, but this year has 
not been easy! At this event, middle schoolers, high schoolers, and young adults 
reflected on the challenges they faced related to academics, friendships, family, 
and culture. We heard stories of sadness and ones of triumph. Young people expe-
rienced a lack of clear communication, felt the stressors of so much uncertainty, 
and as they reentered the classroom many felt unprepared to jump back into the 
expectations of in school classes (i.e. tests and group projects). Some students felt 
robbed of important milestones, while others felt they had gained closeness to 
their families and an opportunity to learn new creative skills.  

Data from the last year shows increased rates of substance use, mental health 
issues, academic challenges, and interpersonal struggles for our youth. In hearing 
from the student panel, it was apparent that these struggles exist right here for our 
local young people. Many of the panelists spoke about their own struggles with 
anxiety and depression. Students witnessed their friends “sinking” and turning to 
unhealthy coping skills to manage the challenges of the pandemic. Students wor-
ried about being able to regain the learning they’d lost and for those transitioning 
to high school or college, there was a worry about being prepared for these big 
next steps. 

Our panel was moderated by West Marin young adult Ruby Clarke, who held a 
leadership role in the Marin Prevention Network before starting college in Fall 
of 2020. Ruby guided an important conversation about activism and the inequi-
ties that different students faced. Some young people had parents with essential 
jobs and as such young people took on the responsibility of supporting their sib-
lings with online school while navigating their own. Some parents spoke limited 
English and communication breakdowns became common barriers to student 
success. Wifi was a serious issue over the last year and during the panel many stu-
dents struggled with connectivity. 

At the end of the panel, the young people felt empowered, listened to, and hope-
ful. This forum gave them full control of sharing their experience and their hon-
esty was admirable. Many adults wanted to focus on the positives of this year, but 
that conversation of resilience too often overshadows the acknowledgement that 
things did not always go well and our young people were expected to show up 
as their best selves, even as things got hard. From this conversation we must now 
heed the advice that our young people gave us. We must actually listen to their 
needs and support them as they continue to feel the long-term impacts of this last 
year. 

Summer 2021 
Volunteer List
       
Debra Amerson
Judith Selby Lang
Richard Lang
Liz Lauter
Parra O' Siochain
Pamela Handelman
Hank Floyd
Laura Floyd Szawarzenski
Anne Faught
Marty Meade
John Torrey
Kathleen Edwards
Ben Podoll
David Lakes
Michael Pallmann
Laura Sherman
Nancy Masterson
Dave Childers

Andy Smith
Merrianne Vizza
Susan Kraft
Luigi Baker
Teska Hapig-Ward
Bob Cahn
Susan Davis
Kristy Arroyo
Al Baylacq
EJ Chavez
Owen Clapp
Samantha Davidson
KWMR Radio
Al Lubow
SPAWN Interns
Pat McGraw 
Kathleen Edwards
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Services
Food Bank Banter
by Nicole Ramirez
Spring is here and the weather outside is delightful. Hope is in the air and 
it is becoming infectious in our community. School resumed for students at 
Lagunitas School in March, which prompted the move of our weekly Food 
Bank which was held in the parking lot since the onset of the pandemic. Since 
the end of February 2021, the San Geronimo Valley Food bank moved to the 
former San Geronimo Golf Course that is now managed by the Trust for Public 
Land (TPL). TPL and the SGVCC have partnered during a critical time to pro-
vide a fundamental necessity of food access to our community.
 
Every Thursday starting about 8:30 am our Human Services staff and a core 
volunteer team set up a drive thru no contact Food Bank. Utilizing the central 
parking lot, we start distribution at 11am and end at 2pm. Since the pandemic 
the demand for food has increased and on average, we are serving up to 300 
cars with 2-3 families per car. We continue to do home deliveries to seniors 
and families. As the demand for food continues to grow, according the San 
Francisco/Marin Food Bank 1 in 5 people living in area have food insecurity. 
In collaboration with the SF/Marin Food Bank and other non-profits like 
EXTRAFOOD.ORG, and the SGV Honor Pantry we work together to elimi-
nate hunger in our community. Food is an essential and should be free and 
accessible to all. This is a global issue that should be prioritized, and we do in 
the SGV. 
 
We have settled into our new location and appreciate the permission to use 
the space. The location is magical located in the center of two ridgelines and 
surrounded by open space. The recent public access has been well received by 
our community and visitors. Come by on a Thursday from 11 am-2 pm to get 
some FREE food and enjoy the beautiful space.

Senior Update
by Julie Young and Howie Cort
Summer is here and we are looking forward to re-starting our Senior activities. 
The San Geronimo Valley Housing Association will host a presentation on about 
creating Junior Second Units on Sunday, June 6th at 4:30 pm and Frank Binney 
will share his amazing experiences about spelunking on Sunday, June 13th at 5:00 
pm - that’s what cave exploring is called! Don’t miss out on these thoughtful and 
insightful presentations! Look for announcements and info on our website at 
sgvcc.org

Friday Walk Series  9:30 am - 10:30 am
For the month of June, we will be meeting Seniors in front of the Community 
Gym for a 4 week series to take walks around the former golf course.The back 9 is 
flat, level and easy to walk. Walks will last from 45 minutes to an hour. Bring your 
water bottle and let’s meet in front of the gym at 9:30 am. Put these dates on your 
calendar: June 18th and 25th! 

Drive - Thru Pick Up Senior Lunch 
The San Geronimo Valley Community Center is pleased to announce the return of 
our weekly Senior Lunch Thursday May 13, 2021. In partnership with the Marin 
Health and Human Services Aging & Adult services and Vivalon’s (Whistlestop) 
Jackson Café, we will be offering a drive-through lunch pick up for seniors age 60+. 

Registration will be mandatory and a contribution to the program is appreciated 
but not required. Pick up will be at the former San Geronimo Valley Golf Course 
during the food bank distribution Thursdays between 11 am-2 pm.

For more information email Nicole Ramirez at nramirez@sgvcc.org

Bromas del banco de 
alimentos
por Nicole Ramirez
La primavera está aquí y el clima afuera nos encanta. La esperanza está en el aire y se 
está volviendo contagiosa en nuestra comunidad. La escuela se reanudó para los estu-
diantes de la escuela Lagunitas en marzo, lo que motivó el traslado de nuestro banco 
de alimentos semanal que se llevó a cabo en el estacionamiento desde el inicio de la 
pandemia. Desde finales de febrero de 2021, el banco de alimentos del valle de San 
Geronimo se mudó al antiguo campo de golf de San Geronimo que ahora es adminis-
trado por el Trust for Public Land (TPL). TPL y SGVCC se han asociado durante un 
momento crítico para brindar una necesidad fundamental de acceso a los alimentos a 
nuestra comunidad.

Todos los jueves a partir de las 8:30 am, nuestro personal de Servicios Humanos y un 
equipo de voluntarios central organizan una unidad a través del banco de alimentos 
sin contacto. Utilizando el estacionamiento central, comenzamos la distribución a 
las 11 am y terminamos a las 2 pm. Desde la pandemia, la demanda de alimentos 
ha aumentado y, en promedio, estamos sirviendo hasta 300 automóviles con 2-3 
familias por automóvil. Seguimos haciendo entregas a domicilio a personas mayores y 
familias. A medida que la demanda de alimentos continúa creciendo, según el Banco 
de Alimentos de San Francisco / Marin, 1 de cada 5 personas que viven en el área 
tiene inseguridad alimentaria. En colaboración con SF / Marin Food Bank y otras 
organizaciones sin fines de lucro como EXTRAFOOD.ORG y SGV Honor Pantry, 
trabajamos juntos para eliminar el hambre en nuestra comunidad. La alimentación es 
fundamental y debe ser gratuita y accesible para todos. Este es un tema global que se 
debe priorizar, y lo hacemos en la SGV.

Nos hemos instalado en nuestra nueva ubicación y agradecemos el permiso para usar 
el espacio. La ubicación es mágica ubicada en el centro de dos crestas y rodeada de 
espacio abierto. El acceso público reciente ha sido bien recibido por nuestra comuni-
dad y visitantes. Venga un jueves de 11 am a 2 pm. Para obtener comida GRATIS y 
disfrutar del hermoso espacio.
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Growing Community 
by Amena Hajjar
Mario Hernandez, the grandson of Chuck and Grace Tolsen, grew up on Dickson 
Ranch in San Geronimo Valley surrounded by a large intergenerational family. 
"Eight years ago I was on a hike, when I realized after working in accounting, I 
wanted to be a farmer and grow food for my community. I asked my grandparents 
if I could start a farm here on Dickson Ranch in the field where the manure was 
stored. It took three times asking them, until finally they agreed." Mario remem-
bers. Immediately Mario started creating a farm, moving the manure, fencing the 
field and planting seeds wherever he could.

Kate Quilici grew up in Forest Knolls, her family owning Creekside Equestrian 
Center directly across the street from Dickson Ranch. Kate fell in love with the 
world of horses, competed through her younger years and worked jobs in the 
food industry on the side. After college and traveling she settled in Colorado. "I 
remember I made a vision board to hang in my apartment in Colorado, the center 
image, a farm. I dreamed of being a farmer, married to a farmer and raising our 
family on our farm."

In 2017, Mario and Kate met at the annual 4th of July Woodacre celebration for 
the second time. It turns out they went to kindergarten together, but they did not 
know this until years later. Mario invited Kate to see his farm. When Kate arrived, 
she saw mounds of dirt with vegetables growing out of them. "No order” she says 
as we look out to the rows and rows of vegetables there now. "This farm is a jour-
ney, a labor of love. Each year we plant more and more. We started with 10 garlic 
plants one year, the next 20, and this year 200. In fact for Christmas, Mario gave 
me onion seeds, 5000 of them under the tree" Kate giggles.
 
"Five years of hard work" Mario explains, "with unbelievable support from our 
families and friends" Kate adds. "Last year when Covid hit, my work as a horse 
trainer stopped. I transitioned to working the farm full time, as did many of their 
family members. Mario is the back of the house and I am the front. He plants, 
and I do the delivery and marketing" Kate explains. In 2020, when Mario's stimu-
lus check arrived they decided to hire local contractor Travis Lange to build a farm 
stand outside Dickson Ranch. "We had been supplying local restaurants and chefs, 
but they closed their doors and we had excess inventory, so I started delivering 
boxes of vegetables to seniors and families throughout the valley."

First Field Farmstead is named from its history. This rich green field was the 1st of 
3 fields used for horse cross country courses years ago.
 
The reality is farming is tough. Mario and Kate have been farming without any 
water. They dry farm, relying only on the rain and West Marin coastal night fog. 

"Three years ago we could plant far into spring, but each year our season is getting 
shorter and shorter" Kate explains.

Mario and Kate were married in January 2021. They have been harvesting garlic, 
lettuce, cilantro, bok choy, kale, onions, mustard greens, radishes and soon, car-
rots. "We have so much now to sell and donate. We won’t be able to harvest much 
past May without rain, even though things are opening up, we still have more 
then we can sell." So they are stocking the stand and donating the rest, still work-
ing as horse trainer and accountant to pay the bills.

Over the years, West Marin Senior Services elders request fresh salads to be added 
to the Home Delivered Meal Program. Through Covid, the County was able to 
add fresh side salads to clients on the program, one day a week. WMSS added 
a bag of fresh fruit from Good Earth each week to further support our clients 
sheltering in place. Though the additional fruit cost is not funded by the County, 
thanks to Good Earth’s lowered prices, we have been able to provide this weekly.

In late April Kate and I crossed paths at the horse ranch, and she explained how 
much inventory they have, wondering if WMSS would like some for homebound 
seniors. The following week, Stockstill House and HDM clients received organic, 
locally grown red leaf and/or green gem lettuces along with their regularly delivered 
pre packed meals. Thank You Kate and Mario for growing and sharing with the 
community, a bounty of donations in kind. Elders from Marshall to Bolinas, Stinson 
Beach to Nicasio and everywhere between received your generous donations.

Covid has brought us all together, creating opportunities to support each other in 
unexpected ways. We encourage community to stop by the First Farm Stand, open 
Thursday - Sunday at Dickson Ranch across from the Deli and check out there 
GoFundMe so they can fund a more robust watering system.

To learn more about Home Delivered Meals contact: james@wmss.org or call 415-
663-8148 x103

https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-get-water-to-our-farm



San Geronimo Valley 
Community Gym
by Howie Cort
Howdy sportsters! As summer begins, so 
does the renewal of one of our indoor gym 
programs. We are starting off slowly with our 
three day Summer Bobcat Basketball Camp in 
July with head coach Molly Soladay leading 
skills and drills with her smile and positivity. 
We will be following the CDC Guidelines 
for guidance regarding mask wearing, social 
distancing, hand washing and the cleaning 
of all equipment. The camp will take place 
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday - July 
19, 20 and 21 from 9 am until noon. Players 
entering 3rd through entering 8th grade are 
welcome to attend. Unfortunately, camp cannot allow drop ins and you must 
sign up for all 3 days. The fee will be $75 for each player. Scholarships are 
available. Watch out for the Bobcat BBall flyer and registration form coming 
your way soon!

As restrictions begin to be lifted, we will look at each gym program individu-
ally to judge when it is safe to return and restart. We are taking every safety 
precaution and following the recommendations of the CDC to protect every-
one so we can get back on the court for BBall, table tennis and pickleball! 
Stay tuned for re-opening announcements as they unfold!
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Youth Programs 
by Nicole Ramirez

Zoila’s Aftercare

Zoila Aftercare will be open until the end of the school year.  Aftercare price is a 
$25 flat rate fee/ day no drop-ins at this time. We provide care for children grades 
k-3rd from 1:30-5:30 pm. Please contact Nicole Ramirez for more information at 
nramirez@sgvcc.org

LOFT
The loft will remain closed until Fall 2021. 

SGVCC Summer Offerings

Summer Bridge 2021

Summer Bridge is a school readiness program offered to children entering the 
Lagunitas and Nicasio school districts. Summer Bridge is a FREE 5-week 3 day/ 
week program getting students ready for kindergarten. Summer Bridge is held on 
the upper campus in Room 2 at our Zoila’s aftercare facility. 

During Summer Bridge, children will learn to:
• Follow classroom routines and rules
• Respect others
• Play with other children and make friends
• Enjoy physical activities and games
• Use classroom materials, i.e. pencils, scissors, etc.
• Engage in art and music activities
• Improve communication skills
• Improve number, color and shape recognition

Summer Day Camp

The San Geronimo Valley Community Center will host a 5-week 3 day/week 
Summer Camp. Camp will be held M-W from 9am-3pm at the San Geronimo 
Gym/Loft from June 28-July 28. This year our camp will be utilizing our out-
door spaces as much as possible and set up shading adjacent to the gym. Summer 
Camp will be a fun filled place for Valley youth to do art activities, play games, 
go on local hikes while building community.
Join us! 

VAST

Our VAST tutoring program if offering summer tutoring for interested families. 
Tutors will work with students virtually one to one. Students can work with 
tutors to prepare for the upcoming school year. 

All registration and contact information are provided on our website sgvcc.org or 
contact Nicole Ramirez at nramirez@sgvcc.org

VAST

West Marin Youth 
Soccer League Opens 
Fall Registration 
It's that time of the year again to sign-up the kids for fall soccer. With all the things 
going on with Covid, the West Marin Youth Soccer League (WMYSL) skipped last 
season all together. But this year, there are current safety procedures in place and the 
kids are off and running. 

“After this time off, I for one can't wait to get back on the field” says JoJo Saunders 
WMYSL President. “Because of how well Marin did isolating, social distancing and 
wearing masks, we will be ready to safely let the kids play this fall.” 

West Marin Youth Soccer League is a non-profit organization that has been around 
since 1976, fielding teams for boys and girls ages 4 to 18. It encompasses the towns of 
Fairfax, San Anselmo, Lagunitas, Point Reyes, Bolinas and all points in between.

Parents wanting to register their kids should go to www.westmarinsoccer.org. Create 
an account, log in and sign up. All registration is done online.
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Lagunitas School District
by Steve Rebscher with Owen Clapp
Public Education in the San Geronimo Valley

As many of you know, our Open Classroom program is now in its 50th year! Many 
of you also probably know that the older building in front of our school, which is 
now the San Geronimo Valley Community Center, was the original Lagunitas School. 
For a broader perspective on the history of our school district I asked Owen Clapp, 
our Lagunitas School administrative assistant and author of San Geronimo Valley in 
the Images of America series (Arcadia Publishing, 2019), to write a brief review of the 
history of our school. Owen is also a professional musician and recently completed 
graduate studies programs in Library Sciences at San Jose State University and busi-
ness at the University of Southern California. – Steve Rebscher

Why is the Lagunitas School District in the town of San Geronimo? When did the 
Valley get its first school? These are some of the questions that this brief history of 
education in the SGV will try to answer.

The history of public schooling in the San Geronimo Valley includes not just today’s 
Lagunitas School District, but several school districts spread out across several of the 
old Mexican land grants in and around the San Geronimo Valley. Altogether, San 
Geronimo Valley children have learned in six different schoolhouses over the past 150-
plus years. To learn more about the district at the heart of the San Geronimo Valley of 
today, we’ll step back in time to an era before the colonization and settlement of the 
Marin County we know now. In doing so we’ll see what education systems have existed 
here in the Valley, from the oral traditions of the Coast Miwok, to the Nicasio School 
District (1866-present), Tocaloma School District (1884-1927), San Geronimo School 
District (1872-1902) and Lagunitas School District (1908-present.)

Coast Miwok
A broad look at learning in the San Geronimo Valley could start with a look at 
the education systems in place for the Valley’s First People - the Coast Miwok - or, 
as they call themselves, the Hoo'-koo-e'-ko (“we, the people” in the Coast Miwok 
language.) Until the early 1800s, the Coast Miwok were the San Geronimo Valley’s 
primary inhabitants. Education looked quite different than the classrooms we are so 
accustomed to now. For the Coast Miwok, learning occurred within the family unit 
and greater community, with a rich connection to the land, plants, and animals of 
the area. Sah-tah-ko (“live oak people”) is the way that the Coast Miwok referred to 
and still refer to those living in the San Geronimo Valley. Coast Miwok individuals 
still teach their culture via song, storytelling, dance, and other forms of oral tradition, 
both at gatherings and through online platforms.

Beginning in the late 1700s, Spain began to colonize California, and so soon edu-
cation for the Coast Miwok took the form of conscription into the Spanish (later 
Mexican) mission system at Mission San Francisco Solano and Mission San Rafael 
de Archangel, where Coast Miwok people learned Spanish and Latin, and came into 
contact with members of tribes from around the Bay Area—each with their own lan-
guages. Conditions were harsh at the missions and not at all like the life that existed 
before the tight-knit Coast Miwok communities were heavily impacted. The first 
colonial family to live in the San Geronimo Valley was that of a Mission San Rafael 
soldier named Rafael Cacho. He and his family lived in an adobe home in the area 
of the Flanders ranch of today. Mission San Rafael was surely his family’s destina-
tion for education and social gatherings. Not long after receiving the land grant in 
1844, Cacho sold Rancho San Geronimo to Joseph Warren Revere (grandson of Paul 
Revere) and relocated to Sonoma.

1800s
The kind of growth needed to support public education did not occur in the Valley 
until the mid 1850s, with the arrival of settlers from the East Coast - some of whom, 
like brothers William, David, and John Dickson, have descendants who are still in the 
Valley today! With a growing population of farm families, the Valley needed schools. 
But in those days, attending school for children from families like the Dicksons and 
Roy's (the namesake of Roy's Redwoods) meant a trip on horseback up and over 
Dickson Ridge and down into Nicasio Valley. Nicasio had a larger population than 
the San Geronimo Valley at the time - and was even being considered for the county 
seat alongside San Rafael. Their growing population warranted a schoolhouse, and so 
in 1866, the Nicasio School District was formed. A year later the first Nicasio school-
house was built, and Valley children were the beneficiaries, too.

This travel burden must have eventually been too much for Valley families, and 
coupled with the steadily growing population, a decision was made five years later 
to incorporate a separate school district for the San Geronimo Valley, in 1872. This 
district was aptly named the “San Geronimo School District” and its boundaries 
were more or less the boundaries of the Rancho San Geronimo land grant that Rafael 
Cacho, the first Mexican land grantee, had received in 1837, with Whites Hill at the 
east, Dickson Ridge at the north, Pine Mountain at the south, and Mt. Barnabe as 
the western boundary. Just before this, in 1871, Nicasio built a larger schoolhouse for 
itself that still stands today as a private residence directly adjacent to the new Nicasio 
school complex.

Though the San Geronimo School District was incorporated in 1872, it did not 
have a schoolhouse of its own until 1875, when tax revenue paid the $1,000 cost 
of constructing the 30x20 foot one-room schoolhouse that sat not too far from the 
Two Bird Café property of today on San Geronimo Valley Drive (then the County 
Road.) This new schoolhouse seems to have been an important gathering place for 

the Valley’s farm families, with 
social dances and weekend 
religious services hosted there 
on evenings and on weekends.

Another early mention of this new school district was in the summer of 1875, when 
the Marin Journal (a precursor to the Marin Independent Journal) shared some high-
lights from the month of June at the district’s one schoolhouse. The Journal reported 
an enrollment of 15 students, with an average daily attendance of 12. A familiar 
family name appeared on the honor roll, with Edwin Dickson receiving top marks 
for behavior, and Mary Dickson receiving the same for spelling. The district's first 
teacher appears to have been a woman named Corrie Stowell, though one Ms. Barr 
appears to have taken over by 1878. 

Also noted in the same issue of the paper was the election of Adolph Mailliard as a 
trustee on the school board. Adolph was the son of Joseph Bonaparte’s squire and 
right hand man, Louie Mailliard. This connection to royalty and some accumulated 
family wealth made Adolph the Valley’s first “gentleman farmer,” but he was a rela-
tive latecomer to the area and to the trade, in comparison with the Dickson family, 
who had arrived in San Geronimo as early as 1856, and who were experienced dairy-
men, having arrived from Vermont where their family was engaged in farming and 
ranching. In 1881 Thomas Roy and William Dickson served as trustees on the San 
Geronimo school board. There were a handful of other families in the area by this 
time, but the Dicksons, Roy's, and Mailliards were the largest landowners, and the 
most prominent community members.

1900s
But how did the Lagunitas School District begin, and where did it get its name?

It’s unclear why exactly the San Geronimo School District dissolved in 1902, but it 
was replaced six years later - in January of 1908 - by the Lagunitas School District, 
not long after Lagunitas had become the Valley’s first true residential subdivision in 
1904. The heirs of Adolph Mailliard had begun to divide their family’s land to pay 
off their father’s debt, and Lagunitas Road, Spring Street, and West Cintura Avenue 
became some of the Valley’s first residential pockets. It seems that new residents at the 
west end of the San Geronimo Valley wanted a school closer to this new population 
center, and so the Pedrini brothers of Lagunitas were the builders of a new one room 
schoolhouse on West Cintura Avenue that served the district. The home still stands 
today in the same location as part of a private residence.

Papers of the day do not report much on the happenings of the district until 1927, 
when the district had outgrown its one room schoolhouse and plans were in motion 
to build a new frame and stucco mission-style schoolhouse on land to be donated 
by the Garzoli family, who owned all of what is now the French Ranch development 
and former San Geronimo Golf Course “back nine.” Architect and builder Alfred Y. 
Williams designed and oversaw construction of the schoolhouse, which was complet-
ed in 1929 following the 1927 donation acreage from the Garzolis.

The Lagunitas School District outgrew the 1928 schoolhouse that is now the San 
Geronimo Valley Community Center not long after its construction. A wing that 
currently houses the Montessori elementary program was built in the late 1940’s. The 
School MP Room, District offices, and the Lagunitas School Library were built in 
1961, and the San Geronimo Campus was built in 1966 as the original stucco build-
ing became unusable as a schoolhouse due to earthquake safety concerns—following 
the passage of the Greene Acts (building upon the earlier Field Act.). Various possi-
bilities were considered for the 1928 building—one contingent advocated for a Marin 
County Sheriff Department substation in the building, while another faction pushed 
for the creation of an arts center. Ultimately, the advocates of the art center won 
out, and the building was leased out by the school district to the arts center and its 
contingent for $1 a year. The arts center became the San Geronimo Valley Cultural 
Center, and then the San Geronimo Valley Community Center that we know today.

The Montessori Program at Lagunitas began in 1981 and continues to this day. So 
does the Open Classroom program, which was formed in 1970 and had its first mul-
tigrade class in 1971.

The San Geronimo Valley Community Gym was built with private foundation, 
county, state, and donated funds, and was a dream made possible through decades of 
work by school, Community Center, and community members. Groundbreaking for 
the construction began in the summer of 2007, and the gym was completed in sum-
mer 2009.

Today the Lagunitas School District land is home to not just the district’s two 
campus, but the Community Center in its longtime headquarters, West Marin 
Montessori - which relocated from the Woodacre Improvement Club in 2016, and 
a classroom run by the Marin County Office of Education in the former Marin 
County Free Library branch. In normal times, the SGVCC runs its VAST tutoring 
program from the Lagunitas Montessori Program complex, and its Loft program from 
the upstairs of the Community Gym. What comes next for the district is an open 
question, but whatever it is will be built upon the foundation of nearly 150 years of 
community-supported public education in the San Geronimo Valley.

For much more on the history of the Lagunitas School District from the 1960s onward, 
explore the pages of the San Geronimo Valley Community Center’s 50th Anniversary 
Community Guide at sgvcc.org.
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Thank You!
Fund Development
by Alexa Davidson Director of Development and 
Strategic Initiatives
This past year can be summed up in one word: Resilience. Over the last 14 
months, I have found myself constantly impressed and inspired by how our com-
munity continued to rise even amidst such significant challenges. Witnessing such 
creativity and love has left me hopeful as we enter a new chapter as an organiza-
tion, community, and society. As we close out the end of our fiscal year at the 
Community Center, we take a moment to reflect and celebrate, while also plan-
ning for the bright future ahead. Sometimes, it is within crisis that we are given an 
opportunity for reimagination and rebirth. We thank you for your support as we 
enter this next phase together!

Reflecting on this last year has made clear that our prior fundraising efforts 
made the difference as we faced the most challenging year in our 51 year history. 
Establishing the Deepening Roots Endowment fund in 2019 provided our orga-
nization with financial security and expanded leadership capacity, which proved 
to be the vital keys to our resilience. Our relationships with local foundations and 
major donors were critical as we adapted on the fly, changing our programs to 
meet the needs of our community without missing a beat. We were entrusted to 
steward donations and provide life-saving safety net services and financial support 
to our community when they needed it most. Our longstanding programs, events 
and traditions were able to take new shape and our virtual programming thrived, 
building community across the globe. We provided a strong voice for justice, 
stepping into our role as community leaders in the areas of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion and providing opportunities for conversation, learning, and action. Our 
staff remained employed and busier than ever, getting used to seeing each other 
mostly through the screen and innovating to remain connected and impactful in 
our work. This year could have looked a lot different for us had we not had such 
a supportive foundation built on the generosity of our Community. At the end of 
a year that threatened us with fires, racial injustice, civil unrest, and a global pan-
demic, here we are, stronger together. 

Looking to the future we are excited by incredible opportunities for expanded 
services and impact. We are preparing our historic building for your return. Our 
bathroom remodel project is well underway and the NextGen Climate Interns 
are hard at work on a mural project on the West Room wall that weaves together 
activism, history, and hope. Simultaneously, our team is strategically exploring 
opportunities to expand our facilities into new locations such as the Lagunitas 
School Library building for a joint use art center, and the TPL (former golf course 
clubhouse) for the expansion of our safety net, disaster preparedness, and other 
community programs. I have never been more excited to be a Community Center 
staff member and I hope you feel the same sense of opportunity as a donor. 

Today as part of our Spring Fundraising Campaign, I ask you to consider making a 
donation and joining us as we take on new and exciting challenges as an organiza-
tion. If we learned anything this year it's that we cannot make it on our own. We 
need the creativity and generosity of our neighbors to build a thriving, healthy com-
munity for all. To make a donation you can visit our website, sgvcc.org, or mail a 
check to PO Box 194, San Geronimo, CA 94963. If you would like to discuss ways 
to give and opportunities to support the Community Center, please reach out to me, 
Alexa Davidson at adavidson@sgvcc.org. Thank you to the generous donors who 
have made contributions from February 15, 2021 to May 15, 2021.

LEAP
Dear Community,

YOUR DONATION WILL BE DOUBLED!

If ever there were a time to support the  
children in the Lagunitas School District, THE TIME IS NOW! 

As you are well aware, 2020 was a tough year. Tough on individuals, tough on 
families and tough on children. Fundraising to support enrichment in our school 
district has taken a serious hit and we are facing a $30,000 shortfall! 
 
But the good news is, we can turn $10K into $20K!

A generous local donor has offered a dollar for dollar up to $10,000 matching 
grant for all donations between now and the end of school, June 10th. 

LEAP bridges the gap were government funding falls short. We fundraise for edu-
cational enrichment of all children in the Lagunitas School District. Parents decide 
how to spend the money, and some of the parent priorities are:

- Art
- Music
- Spanish Language Instruction
- Teacher's aides
- any other enrichment deemed important by the parents in our district

What else can you do? Don’t forget to ask 
your employer to match your donation! You 
can easily make your by donation by June 
10th by going to the website: www.leap4e-
ducation.org

Or you can mail a check.

Our mailing address is:
LEAP
PO Box 268
San Geronimo, CA 94963

On behalf of LEAP, thank you so much for helping us meet this challenge to  
support the children of the Lagunitas School District.
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With Respect
Our condolences go to the Bohman Family as Jimmy Bohman passed away this spring. 
We received this heartfelt sharing from Jimmy’s niece Katy Irish Langlois. On the morn-
ing of Sunday March 7th, Uncle Jimmy’s journey earth side ended. He passed away 
peacefully at his home on Bohman’s Corner in Woodacre. A man with a true spirit, a wild 
one, untamed, and creative. A man carved out by the culture of the 60s & 70s in West 
Marin. One of the last of his kind- bohemian rockstar, hippie, free, tough, rugged. You 
can’t title him. He rolled with Janis Joplin before the world knew her name. He broke 
horses bareback in Papermill Creek with my mom as kids. He taught us a lot. What to do 
and what not to do in life. We honestly thought he’d live forever. Like my mom always 
says, “May the wind always whisper your favorite song...” Cheers to the life of Uncle 
Jimmy, the youngest child out of six of Roy and Helen Bohman, my mom’s baby brother, 
a great father and grandfather, old school Valley legend. A beautiful, wild soul.
 
Memories of Phil Arnot is shared by Jean Berensmeier on page 20 of Stone Soup.
 
Renowned artist and long time San Geronimo Valley resident William T. Wiley 
passed away in April. Larry Rippee honors William on page 11.

John Oliver Young who grew up in Lagunitas and attended the Lagunitas School 
passed away recently. Our hearts go out to John Oliver’s father John Young and their 
entire family.

We are saddened to report that artist Jackie Kirk died on Saturday, May 22nd. She was 91.

Jackie, a former resident of the Valley, was part of a group of artists who met on a 
regular basis in the Valley including Connie Smith Siegel, Kay Carlson, Art Holman, 
Patrick Maloney, Joan Thornton, Barbara Hazard and Ayumi Kie Weissbuch.  The 
group exhibited collectively at the Center with the group show, Celebrating Color 8 
Different Ways.

Jackie is probably best remembered for her series, Faces of AIDS, exhibited at Duke 
University Museum of Art, North Carolina, California Legion of Honor, San Francisco 
(and in our own Maurice Del Mue Gallery). With Barbara Swift Brauer, Jackie pro-
duced a book of the work, Witness: The Artist's Vision in the Face of AIDS. Her work 
was also shown at the National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, DC, 
Butler Institute of American Art, the Marin Community Foundation and New 
Museum Los Gatos among many other venues.

Milestones
Congratulations to Bonny White who was recently inducted to the California 
Library Hall of Fame.  Bonny is a long time Lagunitas resident, Community Center 
Board member and recently retired deputy director of Marin County Free Library, 
who created, supported and nurtured critical services to underserved communities, 
including providing first-level immigration services to undocumented people seeking 
a legal pathway to U.S. citizenship.
 
Congratulations to the Lagunitas School and Nicasio School 8th grade graduate and 
Archie Williams High School graduates listed below. If there is a local graduate who 
we may have missed please let us know so we can list them in our September issue of 
Stone Soup.
 
Lagunitas School: Ian Andrews, Nika Arye, Miles Baylacq, Malia Bjork, Atticus 
Bliss-McHon, Dillon Cavagnaro, Ella Clark, Kylie Clarke, Jasper Cohen, Lila Fox, 
Sebastian Gelardi, Daniel Goodrich, Dylan Grimmer, Miya Kotaka, Leonardo 
Olivotti, Paloma Russ, Axel Bensc, Molly Calderon, Ezekiel Cunningham, Bridget 
Goodwin, Bodhi Hudson, Liam MacGabhann, Taylor Marino, Alex Martine, Lily 
McKissick, August O’Bryan, Dylan O’War, Nathan Rygg, Elle Sanders, Mark Snaith, 
Ethan Tatum, Kamielia Virgo, Simon Xu, Leif Yokim
 
Nicasio School: Isla Skapik, Leonardo Vazquez, Krystal Alvarado, Adam Uzri

Archie Williams High School 2021 Seniors who live  
in the San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio

Antonio Jesus Aguirre-Estrada
Jackson Paul Arroyo
Sophia Anne Arroyo
Aidan Bergman 
Lucia Estelle Bronzo-Munich 
Kaya Sophia Clementi
Satchel Stearns Daly
Betty Nova Davidson
Brian James Delahunty
Alfonso Gonzalez Garcia
Francisco Nelson Gonzalez-Maldonado
Jasmine Anne Grady
Lucas James Greenholz
Nicholas Muir Hedelman
Raymond Hernandez 
Hugo Antonio Jimenez-Cameron
Neva Lisa Jurkovich
Kilia Jade Imua Nanaikekumu  
 Kaho'ohanohano

Tulah Keplinger 
Jacob Matthew Krauss
Giovanni Bryan Lando
Jordan Liciana Michelle Loftin
Saul Santiago Martinez
Zephyr Orr
Russell Gerard Pasha-Maxstadt
Dylan Kearns Rutledge
Julian Sayers (Tamiscal High School)
Annabel Constance Smith
Hannah Marie Snyde
Annabelle Jacqueline Sulprizio
Wyatt James Thomas
Celeste Thompson 
Roan Chandra Antonio Urbaez
Florentino Vicencio Mares
Kya Ranee Wahl
Jacob Isaac Weller
Ashley Catherine Winkelmann

happy and thankful that my mom was healthy, had received her vaccines, and 
was able to begin to get out more and to see friends and family after spending 
most of the past year in her apartment in her assisting living near where I grew 
up in Cleveland. My mom has shown unbelievable resilience, like so many oth-
ers, in staying positive and constantly telling her four children that she and all 
of us are going to be fine and will make it through this challenging year. While 
we did lose one very close family friend to COVID-19 and know a number of 
people who did contact the virus our family has so far stayed healthy and the 
majority of us were now fully vaccinated. 

On a personal level, in early May I was moving very slowly in changing my 
daily activities and was staying very cautious, possibly overly cautious in ven-
turing out of my home where I had been living and working since March of 
2020. I was now fully vaccinated but I was not comfortable going to outdoor 
dining and other gatherings where there were both vaccinated and unvaccinated 
people. When I took walks around my neighborhood or took a bicycle ride in 
the Valley, I wore my face covering as I felt very safe with it on and when I walk 
by others who were either masked or unmasked, I was hoping to give them a 
sense of comfort. A side benefit of wearing the face covering in May was that 
my annual spring allergies were kept nicely in check. 

As we moved past Mother’s Day into mid-May messaging from the CDC and 
Public Health began to change. I am a big fan of the CBS news show Face The 
Nation and I watch the program most Sunday mornings to catch up on the 
current news. I particularly learn quite a bit about the pandemic from Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, who is the former head of the FDA and a Board member at Pfizer, 
whose vaccine I had received. Dr. Gottlieb, in his reporting said that in the next 
weeks, mask wearing, especially for vaccinated people should begin to ease out-
doors and, in some cases, indoors. Sure enough in the next week new guidelines 
began to emerge from the CDC about mask wearing. I also pay close attention 
to our local Marin County Public Health Department and have the utmost 
respect for our Public Health Director Dr. Matt Willis. Dr. Willis makes a 
report to the Marin County Board of Supervisors almost every Tuesday which I 
find to be very informative and up to date. Dr. Willis urged our local residents 
to move slowly, especially when gathering indoors. 

I am following Dr. Willis’ advice and moving slowly. By mid-May we had some 
indoor meals with small groups of family and friends who have all been vaccinat-
ed and we attended an outdoor gathering with a larger group of 15 people. It will 
be interesting to see how I am feeling and what the protocols will be by the time 
we go to press with this issue of Stone Soup and you will be reading my Rolling 
Stones column in early June. Most importantly, take care of yourself and your 
family members and move forward at a pace that is comfortable to you.

Rolling Stone continued from page1

San Geronimo Valley 
Land Trust
Dear Community Members,

I am writing to let you know that the San Geronimo Valley Land Trust Board 
recently terminated the non-profit status of the Land Trust, and that it will no 
longer exist as an organization. While we are sorry to see it go, we take satisfac-
tion in nearly 25 years of environmental advocacy, and the protection of four 
beautiful Valley parcels, in perpetuity.

A number of factors have weighed into our decision to close the organization. 
In part, our action was due to the difficulty of maintaining an all-volunteer 
nonprofit. But, to some extent, our decision was based on the fact that there 
have been important new land use protections enacted by the County, to pro-
tect riparian areas and reduce development on large parcels, which diminished 
the need for a small land trust in our Valley. 

Over the years, many Valley community members served the Land Trust as Board 
Members or Volunteers, including Frank Binney, Kathleen Lowenthal, Phil Davis, 
Judith Gilbert, James Clapp, Kent Julin, Ann Jones, Brent Harris, Liza Crosse, 
Rich Lohman, Tom Boss, Eddy Lundgren, and others. Our thanks go to them. 

Our final action was the successful transfer of the Land Trust four parcels, all 
protected from development through permanent deed restrictions, to Turtle 
Island Restoration Network/SPAWN (TIRN/SPAWN). TIRN/SPAWN has 
an active land acquisition and conservation program. Thanks to them, these 
parcels will continue to be protected in perpetuity in an organization with a 
professional staff, significant assets, and a 30-year history of habitat conserva-
tion and restoration in West Marin. We hope you will join TIRN/SPAWN in 
protecting our critical habitat into the future and continuing San Geronimo 
Valley Land Trust’s legacy.

TIRN/SPAWN is offering all San Geronimo Valley Land Trust supporters a free 
membership. Please contact them directly to learn more at info@TIRN.net or 
call Preston Brown, Conservation Director at (303) 877-0880.

On behalf of the long-serving San Geronimo Valley Land Trust Board mem-
bers, I send our deep appreciation to our many supporters over the decades.

Sincerely,
David Bernard, Board President, the San Geronimo Valley Land Trust (formerly)
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Virtual Arts & Events 

Friday June 25, 7-8 pm, of Every 4th Friday

Kate’s Café on Zoom

Host: Juliette Valente
For 25 years Kate Wolf ’s Cafe Open Mic was the place for incredible music 
and connection at the Community Center. Juliette Valente will be hosting the 
virtual Kate’s Cafe ZOOM space to musicians, poets, and more. Come to share, 
come to listen 

Featured musicians for June: Lindsay Brown: singer/guitarist, Paul Valente Jr.: 
guitarist/songwriter, Cory Bytoff: singer/songwriter

For information contact host Juliette Valente: j.valente@comcast.net 

A Celebration of Freedom

Participants in the Historic event are listed in order of appearance:

‘Lift Every Voice & Sing’ - Women Helping All People Scholastic Academy 
Ensemble 

MC & History of Juneteenth - Ebony Wright 

‘We Shall Over Come & Rise’, an original Rap – Osiezhe GJ Bramah & Sharika 
Gregory 

History of Marin City, CA - Florence Williams 

‘This B!+(#’, Excerpts’ - Indie B - Chronicles the life of an African American woman 

‘The Mo’, an original poetic writing that shares the historical story of the San 
Francisco Fillmore District urban renewal, during the 1950s.

‘Tribute to Dr. Maya Angelou, Excerpts’ – Dr. Mwanza Furaha, Gail Muldrow 
& special guest Richard Howell.

Dr. Mwanza Furaha will pay tribute to Dr. Angelou by performing excerpts 
from her writings including Phenomenal Woman, Song of Quotes, I Know Why 
the Caged Bird Sings and many others with Gail Muldrow on guitar and Richard 
Howell on sax.

Please join us for this special event on Zoom, Sunday, June 27th, 4 pm. Free /
Suggested $10. donation

A portion of the proceeds will be donated to ‘Women Helping All People Scholastic 
Academy Ensemble’ and ‘Just Armour “Just Give Love Skate”’ in Marin City, California.

Every Second Sunday of the Month

Virtual Artists Salon 
Since the beginning of the year 
the Center has been hosting the 
Virtual Artist Salon.

The intention is to provide a way 
for creative neighbors to connect 
or re-connect and have a chance 
to talk about their work and 
share with others.  The format 
ranges from formal presentations 
to studio tours, slideshows and 
casual chats—essentially a ‘show 
and tell’—for fellow artists and 
the general interested commu-
nity.

We also record each session and 
make them available on our new 
Virtual Events Video Library on 
the SGVCC website.

Look for updates on future ses-
sions. If you are a Valley artist 
interested in presenting in a 
Salon please contact Larry rippee: lrippee@sgvcc.org

Monday, June 28, 6-7 pm  Every 4th Monday

Artists Film Night Discussion
Dorothea Lange: Grab a Hunk of Lightning   2014

Her celebrated photograph Migrant Mother is one of the most recognized and 
arresting images in the world, a haunting portrait that came to represent the 
suffering of America's Great Depression. Yet few know the story, struggles and 
profound body of work of the woman who created the portrait: Dorothea Lange.   
Director: Dyanna Taylor

Watch the film on Amazon Prime then join us on Zoom to enjoy rich film con-
versation.

Hosts: Debra Amerson and Larry Rippee 

From Richard Lang and Judith Selby Lang's 
Artist Salon presentation

Dr. Maya Angelou

Juneteenth continued from page 1



Visual Arts 
by Larry Rippee
These complex times continue to chal-
lenge our resilience and resourcefulness 
but we see the signs of normality on the 
horizon. And we continue on as best 
we can to support the arts in the com-
munity.

This year’s 31st annual spring art show was, of course, virtual. The 
event was successful with over 160+ works of art exhibited by way of 
the Center’s website, Facebook and Instagram. 

Certainly, we all miss the in-person reception with the packed 
crowds, food and music. But nevertheless,  the May 7th ‘opening’ 
was nicely attended with a slideshow presentation and open forum 
discussion afterwards.

I didn’t know what to expect from the open forum segment, but I 
was gratified by the energetic response. We discussed our current 
opportunity, as we emerge from this long hiatus, to press the ‘reset’ 
button and consider how to expand and improve the Center’s sup-
port of the arts in the valley.

For the Spring Art Show closing on May 22, we hosted a set of 
Zoom studio visits with John Torrey, Marty Meade and a special pre-
view of the ongoing mural painting by the Next Gen Climate Interns 
with insightful commentary by the young artists.

Much thanks to all who participated and a special nod to staffers 
Alexa Davidson, Cory Vangelder, David Russ and Julie Young.

Throughout the first portion of this year, we’ve exploited the virtual 
realm as much as possible to bring you art in your home (or at least 
to your computer screen): We’ve hosted monthly virtual art salons 
featuring Valley artists Parra  O’Siochain & Pamela Handleman, the 
photography of Harlan Floyd with the Floyd family, Liz Lauter and 
Judith Selby Lang & Richard Lang.  We’ve also held monthly Kate’s 
Café open mics with M.C. Juliette Valente and Artist Film Nights 
Discussions hosted by me and Debra Amerson.  (By the way, most of 
these events are available in our Virtual Event Video Library on the 
Center’s website).

We plan to continue on in whatever format need be-- but we’re really 
looking forward to seeing you all at the Center in the near future.
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William T. Wiley (1937–2021)

by Larry Rippee and Molly Rea

Iconic artist and longtime Valley resident 
William T. Wiley died April 25, 2021.

He was part of the Bay Area Funk Art 
movement that included other renown art-
ists such as Richard Shaw, Robert Hudson 
and Roy DeForest.

Decades ago Wiley moved to Forest 
Knolls with his first wife Dorothy and 
sons Ethan and Zane. His brother Chuck, 
also a talented artist, lived in Lagunitas.  
As did their mother, Cleta, who lived in 
Woodacre. Many may remember her work-
ing with the Lagunitas School District.

The last few years of his life were spent in Novato with his second wife artist Mary 
Hull Webster.

Wiley was born October 21, 1937 and raised in Indiana and Washington state. 
He attended the San Francisco Art Institute, earning his BFA and MFA there and 
taught at UC Davis alongside Wayne Thiebaud and Robert Arneson.

He worked in a wide variety of mediums ranging from watercolor and painting to 
sculpture and film. 

His works have been exhibited worldwide including the Whitney Museum, de 
Young Museum, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, Art Institute of Chicago, National Gallery of Victoria, Australia, 
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Honolulu 
Museum of Art, the Di Rosa Center for Contemporary Art in Napa, Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston and numerous others.

IN 2009, Wiley had a major retrospective of his work at the Smithsonian 
American Art Museum in Washington, D.C. and later at the University Art 
Museum, Berkeley.

Molly Rea remembers his affection for the Valley:
 
“I helped Bill scouting out a new potential home, driving around both Marin and 
Sonoma counties. It was a wonderful time where he expressed to me his love of 
the San Geronimo Valley, the place where he raised his family and the special spot 
-- the big old ramshackle barn that was his studio--in Woodacre.”

Wiley was a devotee to I Ching, Buddhism, bad jokes and fishing.

Many remember Bill for his sense of humor and as a source of inspiration as to 
what it means to be a creative artist.

Future Art and 
Events Programs? 
The Community Center is cautiously moving forward towards 
full operation. 

We hope to return with our annual International Day of 
Peace event, as well as another installment of the fun packed 
McQuilken Family Music Hour, and perhaps an outdoor movie 
night and much more. 

No dates are set as we are carefully negotiating the unknown ter-
rain of the subsiding pandemic. 

Check our website and weekly email updates for further devel-
opments. 

And stay healthy.

Wiley family: Chuck, Fran, Cleta, Bill, Dorothy, Ethan and Zane
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Alphabet Soup
Compliled by Martha Allen

Reflections
by Suzanne Sadowsky

Memories Are Made of This

A few weeks ago, my laptop bit the dust. It was an ASUS and 
was in late middle-age in computer life – maybe six or seven years old. It was a pretty 
standard PC laptop -- not too many bells and whistles, but with most of the things 
going for it that I needed and wanted – Windows-10, touch screen, 8GB, camera, 
microphone. This past year it managed to run Zoom reasonable well. I have to admit 
that my ASUS had been showing signs of serious aging for a year or so, but I tried 
to ignore them with the hope that they were temporary much as I ignore or grow 
to accept the frailties of my aging self that I learn to live with in time. I hoped that 
maybe this latest ASUS infirmity was just a temporary glitch or a virus threat that 
could be removed. But no, it was definitely slowing down, and I needed to restart 
it more frequently to get it going. I admit that I never really fully loved my ASUS 
even when it was brand new. But one thing that I really did like is that whenever I 
restarted it, there would be this message on the screen that said: ASUS In Search of 
Incredible. It was a promise that my ASUS never fulfilled. It was a relationship that I 
needed to let go of.

For months, I put off even thinking that I would need to get a replacement. And 
then, like I said, a few weeks ago it became clear that I needed to accept the reality 
that the end of my ASUS was nigh. One morning, it was on a Tuesday, I sat down 
to check my e-mails. As on most days there would be at dozens of new messages 
since the night before—most of them junk—advertisements, or political ads asking 
for donations or news from CNN, the Washington Post, NY Times, AP and more. 
The ASUS started up very, very slowly – even much slower than usual. And then it 
stopped cold. I tried again. Again, nothing. The little round circle just kept spinning 
around and around and around…. 

As with any relationship that is over, I faced the inevitable end with trepidation. 
Could my ASUS be fixed? Considering cost and functionality was it worth repair-
ing? How much would a new computer cost? How would I know what to get? How 
should I start looking for a new one? Would it be any better than my old one? Would 
I be able to adjust to a new computer? Some many unanswerable questions racing 
through my restless mind. But most importantly more than any of this, what worried 
me more than anything, to the point of fear and anxiety where I lay awake sleeplessly 
all that Tuesday night, was what was stored in the ASUS memory. My hard drive 
was where all of my pictures, my writings, my e-mails, documents, spreadsheets, and 
decades and decades of other documented memories. Would the hard drive be in 
tact? Or was I in danger of losing everything? I had never gotten used to using the 
Cloud for storage and although I have an external hard drive, I discovered that it 
wasn’t programmed to do automatic backups and was completely out of date. I was 
nervous about heading over to Best Buy and their Geek Squad because I didn’t even 
know what questions to ask and I didn’t want to leave my ASUS there with so much 
personal information at risk for discovery. 

Well, I am happy to say that this tale of woe has a good ending. I was referred by a 
friend to a computer technician—a local guy—who offered to look it over and advise 
me about my options and various courses of action. He could see if it was worth 
repairing and fix it, or if I went and purchased a new computer he was reasonably 
sure that he could salvage the files on the hard drive and transfer them. Or if I liked, 
he could offer me the choice of buying a used computer among dozens of different 
models, styles and brands that he had refurbished. All this at a fraction of the cost of 
buying and setting up a brand new computer or repairing my old one. That was on 
Wednesday, the day after the ASUS died. I went home two hours later with a Toshiba 
laptop which seems to suit me just fine. So far so good! The memory of my old com-
puter is intact and has also been downloaded to an external drive.

But that brings me to the main point of this story. Memory. Among the things that 
I desperately wanted to be sure were still intact and could be saved in my computer’s 
memory bank were the photographs. Old ones and new ones, pictures of my friends, 
of my family, my parent’s wedding photograph, pictures of my daughter and grand-
children from before the digital explosion of hundreds of pictures and selfies that we 
take with our cellphones. Over the years I had managed to digitize and save many 
old snapshots and studio photos that I salvaged from boxes and storage bins that I 
keep in my home office. Many of them now appear as slide shows as my screen saver 
and are daily reminders of my family, who I am and where I come from, my roots, 
the places I’ve lived, the people I have known, the work that I have done. There are 
picture of people who I love, have loved, and many who are gone. It is true that a 
picture may be worth a thousand words. But let us not diminish the value of words. 
The words that describe the pictures are equally important. The stories and the nar-
ratives that we tell reconstruct our life’s memories. Our personal stories give context 
to photos and provide us -the viewers, the readers and the writer of those stories with 
understanding and meaning. 

Recently, I find myself stepping back from outside work—decades of social engage-
ment, working on programs in community development, fundraising, grant writing 
work in civil service and for nonprofits. Not only due to covid, but also for more per-
sonal reasons. I now find myself wanting to give expression to my personal thoughts 
and feelings about the experiences and relationships that have shaped my life. As I 
age, I am doing this for myself from a somewhat philosophical and existential point 
of view -- and might I even say spiritual perspective—to give meaning and insight 
into the nature of this journey. 

Before I forget and while I still can, I want to make written words to go with my 
memories and pictures. And so, during the past couple of years I have been trying to 
capture those memories in narratives, stories that I have begun to create and accumu-
late in folders on my computer.

I am also writing these stories about my life for my children and grandchildren in 
the event some time in the future they will be interested in learning more about 
what made me into the person that they know and who has known them from birth. 
Much of the history of my family before me, the life of my parents and grandparents 
is gone both because I was too young and didn’t think to ask them when they were 
still alive or because their memories had faded by the time I had made the time to ask 
and record or write things down. All I have are fragments. Any recorded or oral his-
tory from before they came to America at the beginning of the 20th Century would 
have been lost in the Holocaust. 

Poems inspired  by Maya Angelou

I Rise Like a Rainbow
by Cahir Brennan 
I rise
like a rainbow
through the dark clouds
the clouds are strong
but I am stronger 
And I can shine brighter
I can shine brighter

My Rainbow 
by Morgan Olsen

Sitting alone 
No one around
Dark clouds surround me 
As I fear what’s coming 
And what has happened
The darkness gets darker
The cold gets colder
And my saddens gets deeper 
But then out of the shadows 
Comes something bright 
Like a rainbow lighting up the night
She offers a helping hand 
And I get up 
Suddenly full of courage and bravery 
All thanks to my rainbow

One night I go out and I see
That rainbow who helped me
She is sitting alone 
With dark clouds surrounding her
Shivering and scared 
So I walk over and 
offer her a helping hand 
She gets up and smiles at me 
Then we both light up like rainbows 
And walk side by side into the night.

Poems inspired by Langston Hughes and Amanda Gorman

They Want to be Heard 
by Poppy Henderson   
Protesters flood the streets 
regardless their opinion 
they all have one thing in common
they want to be heard 
they want their voices to echo across
the streets ringing in the ears of all people  
they want the entire population to stop
in their tracks and have all eyes on them
they want the world to shake 
with their marching
they want all their needs 
to be tended to
but sadly the world doesn’t work that way

I Dream a World  
by Rocco Russ
I dream a world that has no racism 
and has no violence,
I dream a world 
Where people are nice
To each other and are not mean
I dream a world
Of dancing, being with your family
An everybody being happy. 

I dream a world
with Covid-19 being gone and
everyone being healthy and safe
I dream a world
of peace and kindness
and everyone to be free
I dream a world
Where anyone can be what they want
And go anywhere they wish. 

The Dandelion 
by Aurora Garcia
The dandelion, A rich yellow like the sun
“The new dawn blooms as we free it”
It shines like a light and it makes our smiles shine bright
We are just like flowers, we will have good days and bad
We will one day wilt like a flower, but  there will be seeds
There will be others to help, so try and make a difference
A little goes a long way, just like when a flower drops a seed
It doesn't go very far, but makes a difference
We can all make a huge difference
We all have a chance to make someone's day
Just like when you give someone flowers
It makes a person's day
So be someone’s flower

Storm Clouds are Gathering 
by Grayson Berg
The clouds are gathering 
making a box that traps the earth inside 
The acid rain drops making people sick 
are slowly getting put aside
The sun shall shine breaking the dome 
that has the coronavirus inside
The coronavirus has taken over our lives 
but with the sun coming out 
we will not be forced to hide

continued on page 17
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Wilderness Calls
by Paul Berensmeier
Remembering Phil Arnot
Memories . . . a youth of 20 . . . Kings Canyon backpack trip. Phil 
Arnot looked skyward . . . carefully reading a Sierra weather pat-
tern. I’m in awe of this remarkable gray-haired, fit man who had 

recently run under the 800m American Record in the 55-59 age group. As he contem-
plated the sky, needing to make a critical decision for our safety, I pulled out my jour-
nal and captured this key moment. On June 27th 1982 my journal reads:

“Phil has become a true guru. He is superb as he sits with his dark weathered sun-tanned 
face, lines of age and wisdom running back from his eyes. His bright blue eyes search the 
sky under thick unkempt eyebrows, detecting minuscule clues others cannot see. His lips 
open a fraction of an inch and close . . . again . . . silence. Speaking a different language . 
. . to the sky?

“Emerging out of his deep contemplation . . . reuniting with the group . . . conform-
ing . . . cracking a joke . . . telling a wilderness story . Listen . . . he has determined the 
weather . . . here comes the plan . . . assuring us with words of wisdom. Now his eyes 
pierce through what he is concentrating on. A moment etched in time . . . that look . 
. . magnified by bushy eyebrows shading his eyes . . . age lines radiating back . . . bril-
liant ever-young baby blue eyes intently peering out of a mountain man’s face. Thus he, 
and we, come to his understanding . . . and safety . . . in this miraculous rugged place.”

Ring . . . ring, “Father Time here! Good, no answer, that means you are both still run-
ning and exploring the Spring Run off in the Sierra’s. ‘The First Hundred Years’ needs a 
few more photos, can you spare a couple of yourselves?”

Phil, Sandy, and my family shared many adventures and stories of shared experiences 
of Alaska, California Sierra’s, Redwoods, San Geronimo Valley and Coastal trips at low 
tides that bring joy and smiles to recall our witness of the beauty of nature.

Once, Phil marched up Mt. Barnabe with a leg cast, to photograph a double rainbow 
that he declared his good friend “Fritz (“Santa” Berensmeier) had something to do with 
creating”.

Phil encouraged all to go outdoors, to be a part of the land close to you. So let’s it! . . . 
go outdoors . . . no doubt we will be walking in Phil’s footsteps, guiding us along the 
way.

We miss you Phil . . . Much Love to all your family.

Editor's note: In 2006 Phil asked Paul to do an interview of him with his friend Pete 
Groat. Paul recently uploaded this interview on YouTube so readers have an opportunity to 
see and hear Phil as well. You can view this video by googling "Arnot Groat Interview".

Deeper Green 
Living
by Debra Amerson

Spring Cleaning

Spring arrived with very little moisture but strangely, fruit trees appear happy, 
flowers lovely, speckled fawns are frolicking about and the sound of weed 
eaters is filling the soundscape as I write. Spring is a happy optimistic time 
in the San Geronimo Valley and summer used to be that way… but, in the 
past 8 years, we’ve witnessed more stress due to California droughts, fires and 
needless to say the ongoing stress caused by the pandemic.

Fire departments suggest keeping 5’ clearance any flammable materials away 
from your home. This means moving brooms, welcome mats, foliage, any 
leaves and flammable mulch such as the lightweight redwood gorilla mulch 
in favor of clean, open, clipped grass, less leaf litter, chunkier less fine mulch-
es near houses and out buildings.

The next levels of defensible space are 30’ vegetation clearance and 100’ of 
clearance from structures. It helps to understand how fire moves which is 
uphill. By limbing your trees 6’ up off the ground you can slow and possible 
prevent the spread of grass and ground-based fire up towards the canopy. 
This is especially true on slopes with limbs touching the grassy slopes. This 
type of tree limbing work should be viewed as a property investment that can 
save your home and your community in the event of a forest fire.

The fire department talks about home hardening which includes cleaning 
gutters and adding wire vents on foundation areas of your home to prevent 
possible sparks and embers from igniting leaves and moss on your roof. 
These are inexpensive ways to help save homes, outbuildings and other struc-
tures in a fire. 

Landscape Maintenance
We do not have adequate water to keep our gardens lush, green and full this 
summer. I’m planning to cut many of our trees and shrubs lower down and 
to cut out flammable woody stems so the plants, trees and shrubs will not 
require as much water. Amending existing gardens with worm castings and or 
compost plus a thick layer of tree mulch will help conserve moisture. 

Junipers are out as far as plant selection in fire prone areas so consider replac-
ing or eliminating these shrubs especially if they are close to your home or 
out buildings. Rosemary is another great drought tolerant plant and yet it’s 
very oily and flammable, so they should be clipped short in the summers and 
allowed to grow and flower during the rainy season. The same for Lavender 
plants that become woody over time and need pruning to keep them beauti-
ful and firesafe. Tree trimming to create space in the canopy is not always 
affordable but a simple Japanese saw used to hand cut branches within reach 
is a great tool to have on hand. Weed whacking your property early in the 
season adds a layer of fire protection to your property and community and I 
highly recommend getting it done sooner than later.

Free Bulk Item Pick Up
Each year Recology offers west Marin residents 2 free bulky item pick ups 
per year. Contact Recology at 800-243-0291 or email recologysonomama-
rin@recology.com

Make your address visible
Does your address need an upgrade? If your address is covered by trees and 
plants or is small and understated, you could have big problems in an emer-
gency. Fixing your address can save lives so why wait? 

Dump Your Greenery Locally
While the dump in San Rafael is a viable option to dispose of tree branches 
and green waste that exceed the space in your green compost bin, a great 
alternative to dump green waste is to pay a tipping fee at West Marin 
Compost located just beyond the town of Nicascio on the left. They also see 
various grades of mulch perfect for holding moisture for plants and trees in 
your landscape, creating walking paths and keeping weeds at a minimum. 

Sign of The Times
The fire department hired inspectors to visit our homes … they gave me 
some advice about how firefighters think about saving homes. They sug-
gested that I hang a sign to show firefighters where my hose is located and 
that the water is always turned on in case they need to protect our home. 
Again, an easy cost-effective way to help save your property during an emer-
gency and last but not least, please consider leaving a bucket of water outside 
for some of the many critters who will have less water options as the heat of 
summer is upon us . . . Have a safe and fun summer as we emerge from this 
long, dark year of pandemic.

Dirt First
by Will McQuilkin
Apple trees have to be among the most mythologized beings on the 
planet. Members of the noble Rose Family, apples bear a signature five-
petaled flower that captures one’s imagination with its timeless beauty. 

Apple trees aren’t particularly fussy, but they do benefit from annual prunings. It is 
important to time your pruning appropriately, and to repeat that timing annually in 
order to promote healthy growth and consistent fruiting. Apple lovers may know that 
these wonderful beings have a tendency to prune themselves around June, when they 
start dropping their first fruit of the season. Aptly named the “June Drop,” this first natu-
ral pruning is the perfect time to get out your shears and help the tree do its work. 

When pruning, it is best set out by observing your tree and its natural tendencies. Fruit 
is borne on “spurs,” which look like stubby stems carrying flower/fruit clusters and take 
two years to mature. During the June drop (which doesn’t always take place in June, 
but is usually timed at Spring’s end), these fruit clusters start to naturally thin them-
selves. Gardeners can help the tree by removing fruit from the clusters, leaving just one 
or two apples in each cluster. 

When selecting which fruit to leave on the tree, it is important to remember the three 
Ds: diseased, damaged, or dying. That is, attentive gardeners should first remove any 
fruit that looks unhealthy (look for black spots, insect/sun damage, rot, etc.). Ideally, you 
should leave only a single large, healthy apple at each cluster. 

This helps the tree direct and focus its energy into less fruiting bodies, meaning that 
the remaining fruit will be larger and tastier. Additionally, a yearly pruning will help 
the tree produce an abundant crop every year, rather than every other year as is typical 
of trees that don’t receive an annual trim. Lastly, thinning helps ensure that the fruit 
doesn’t get overzealous, and wind up weighing down branches, or even breaking off 
limbs with their juicy heft. 

Once you’ve thinned out the clusters, you should have a healthy bucket or so of small, 
under ripe apples. It could be fun to use these wee fruits to cook up a homemade apple 
butter. Carefully core and chop your June Drop apples, put them in a hard-bottomed 
pan or pot with: about a cup of apple juice, 1.5 cups sugar, some lemon juice, salt, 
cinnamon, and ground cloves, and bring the whole concoction to a boil, then simmer 
over low heat for two hours. Remove from heat and let everything cool down, then 
blend it all together. 

Results should be delicious, but please write to me if you’re unsatisfied, so I can swing 
by and put it on my breakfast toast. Mmmmm-mmm!!

Happy Appling!
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Community Mediation from Anne Hillsley
Got conflict? It happens to many of us in the course of our lives. Mediation 
offers a confidential, safe environment to be heard and to work out differences. 
Mediators are trained to listen carefully to both sides without judgment. Often 
below the anger and frustration there are needs that are not being met. The goal 
in mediation is that each individual is heard and respected and a solution found 
that satisfies all parties.

I am a member of West Main Community Mediation. We are a small group of 
trained mediators who offer services at no fee. We help individuals and groups 
communicate and explore ways to resolve conflicts: neighbors, family members, 
organizations, housemates, landlords and tenants, co-workers and more. When 
you call us, we listen, and if we think your conflict is suited for mediation, we 
will contact the other person(s) and discuss their interest in mediation. Both par-
ties must be willing to come to the mediation table; it’s a voluntary process. If so, 
we then arrange a time and place for mediation. Typically, two or more trained 
mediators will be present.

If you have a conflict and are interested in learning more about West Marin 
Community Mediation, please contact us at (415) 868-3032. https://www.west-
marinmediation.org/

Valley Emergency Readiness Group (VERG)
It's easy to feel worried and disheartened about the drought and upcoming fire 
season. Marin County is in Extreme Drought, which increases the fire season's 
length, so it’s not surprising that many folks have a pit in their stomach when 
they think about the hot, dry summer ahead.
 
But VERG is taking action now to mitigate fire risk in the Valley and to prepare 
residents to be safe in a disaster. Consider how we’re serving the Valley:

• Delivering NOAA Radios to the vulnerable that sound an alert in the event 
of a disaster.

• Organizing Defensible Space projects for the Community 
• Helping vulnerable residents do property cleanup and create Defensible 

Space.
• Organizing neighbors to take local action. Take a look at our action checklist: 

https://sgverg.org/national-wildfire-preparedness-day/
• Starting Firewise sites in Woodacre, Forest Knolls, Lagunitas. Firewise 

inspires local action to make property fire smart and homes defensible. Learn 
more at: sgverg.org/firewise

• Training residents to evacuate or shelter in place safely.
• Providing a single source for Evacuation Maps and Alerts
• Maintaining an active radio network so we can communicate in a disaster.

 
VERG is here to help by organizing and inspiring the Community, but to succeed 
on a scale that truly has an impact Valley wide, we need members and volunteers. 
So, if you are ready to act and to help the Valley become safer, go to SGVERG.
org. And sign up, we could use your help!

Salmon Protection & Watershed Network (SPAWN)
SPAWN Plants Habitat Garden at the San Geronimo Valley Community Center

SPAWN removed a dilapidated shed and sandbox near the San Geronimo Valley 
Community Center in partnership with the Lagunitas School District to restore 
3,000 square feet of riparian habitat and create a new habitat garden!

The garden is located on the Lagunitas School grounds adjacent to the parking 
lot of the community center. Its central location provides a new place for students 
and residents to relax and enjoy the out-
doors. Four large boulders provide sitting 
spots and two benches are being construct-
ed by residents Alan Lubow and Melvyn 
Wright. The garden contains more than 40 
species of locally native plants selected to 
benefit pollinators and birds. 

This project was made possible by the 
California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife Fisheries Restoration Grant 
Program. We want to thank our fantastic 
volunteers for helping us create this won-
derful habitat and hope you’ll visit the new 
garden soon!

San Geronimo Community Presbyterian Church
We’re still very active on Zoom AND thinking about re-opening for hybrid expe-
riences. We celebrated Easter sunrise outside (see photo), and also had our service 
at 11 am. Going forward, all are welcome to contact Pastor Kate (707-291-5897) 
for Zoom link to worship OR details about our small, 9 am Morning Prayer ser-
vice in the patio. We’re hoping to partner with the Community Center to show 
an outdoor movie, and look forward to supporting Dr. Mwanza Furaha for a 
Juneteenth celebration, 6/27!

Many thanks to the Next Gen Climate interns for reminders about caring for the 
planet! Great work on the signs that have graced our property.

NEW: Church is now inviting guests to use our facilities for outdoor and indoor 
events, consistent with County and State guidelines. 

San Geronimo Valley Affordable Housing Assoc.
Dear friends and neighbors - We hope you are enjoying SGVAHA's 2020 Annual 
Report, which was delivered to all Nicasio and San Geronimo Valley mailboxes in 
May. Over the next year, we will become the third CLT in West Marin, alongside 
Bolinas Community Land Trust - BCLT, and CLAM - Community Land Trust 
Association of West Marin! Today the three community-based organizations own 
and manage nearly 100 units of permanently affordable housing. Community 
Land Trusts take many forms in both rural and urban areas. A CLT’s central pur-
pose is to acquire, hold, and steward land for permanently affordable housing and 
other community needs. Community Land Trust housing can be rental units and/
or owned housing on land trust land. In the coming months we will be inviting 
our Nicasio neighbors to join us in transforming SGVAHA into a CLT serving 
the communities in the San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio. We would encourage 
you to visit the SGVAHA, BCLT, and CLAM websites to see the amazing work 
being done in West Marin.West Marin Senior Services

Woodacre Improvement Club
Join us for the projected long, hot summer!

The WIC pool has finished its County mandated resurfacing, passed all County 
inspections and is up and running. 

Family summer swim memberships which includes tennis court access are being 
accepted. Year round memberships which includes the tennis courts and gym are 
also being accepted. Member swim appointments and swimming protocols are 
made through the WIC office email: woodacrepool@att.net or (415) 488-0708. 
For more information and updated rates for new or returning members, please go 
to our website: woodacreimprovementclub.com

Woodacre Garden Club 
 
On April 3, we hosted 30 children and 
their parents at our Spring Egg Hunt. 
Kids found colored eggs, rubber duck-
ies, and animal pictures hidden among 
the flowers. We met many families who 
recently moved to the Valley. 
 
Saturday June 12 at 10 am, we wel-
come you all to the Garden Club's 25th 
Anniversary, in the Oval Park (corner of 
Park St. and Railroad Ave. in Woodacre). 
We will offer refreshments, native plants 
for sale, advice on removing invasive 
broom, and displays of drought tolerant 
shrubs. 
 
Keep Woodacre beautiful! The Second Saturday of each month, you can say hello 
at our 10 am work party in one of the pocket parks. Sign up for our monthly 
newsletter by emailing pshene@comcast.net. 

Community Organization Updates
The organizations on pages 14 and 15 are community based groups or groups who serve the San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio communities. Many of these organizations attend 
Healthy Community Collaborative meetings which generally take place on the second Wednesday of each month from 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm. San Geronimo Valley and Nicasio 

organizations are invited to submit a short update on their work, as well as a photo. Each organization is responsible for the content and accuracy of their submission. The 
Community Center does not exercise editorial control of these submissions. If your organization is interested in submitting an update please email druss@sgvcc.org

Volunteers helped plant more than 40 
species of locally native plants which 
were selected to benefit both pollinators 
and birds.

Woodacre Garden Club Spring Egg Hunt

Easter sunrise service - masked and distanced!
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Wilderness Way
Like you WW has been dealing with the challenges and opportunities this pan-
demic has provided. 
 
In gratitude: 
Thanks to the folks that gave WW chairs, tables, cabinets and electronics that 
we needed over the years. We are cleaning and reorganizing. Some items that 
were once treasure now need a new home. You'll find tables, chairs, cabinets, file 
cabinets, terrariums. . . ALL FREE. . . set out in front of WW across from the 
Lagunitas parking lot through June. Surprised to see things go so fast!
 
Help needed: 

- To install a kitchen cabinet (oak) donated by Aneice Taylor's family. 
- Book lovers! We continue to accept books for a future Community Library. 
(1500+ so far) This effort got sidetracked due to health issues too long ago. We'll 
be contacting the old Book Bunch and anyone else who might be interested in 
helping revitalize this project. Interested? Leave a note on the WW bulletin board 
next to the door.

Gan HaLev
Gan Halev: the Jewish Congregation of the San Geronimo Valley is still here. 
This past year, with the pandemic, we have been having Friday night Shabbats 
every week (via zoom). It has been a positive way to connect and check in with 
each other. Let us know if you want to join. 

Gan HaLev members and friends come from all over Marin County. We are unaf-
filiated and are post-denominational. We invite you to participate and experience 
Jewish life. As a part of our Shabbats, we have also had two “salons” with guest 
speakers, talking about their life experiences, one about being a “Red Diaper 
Baby” and McCarthyism; and another about architecture and being a refugee to 
refuge in West Marin. And thanks to Davo Knepler, we are continuing the Jewish 
American Bookclub, also on Zoom.

Gan HaLev, a member of MOC (Marin Organizing Committee) is active and 
engaged in social justice and advocacy on various local issues such as aging, hous-
ing, and mental health. There are many ways to participate. Call or email, sha-
lom@ganhalev.org; and visit our website www.ganhalev.org, 415.488.4524

San Geronimo Valley Lions
Fourth of July??! Sunday this year!
The Dickson Ranch and SGV Lions are not sure at the time of this writing if we 
can have the Country Fun Day on the Fourth of July at the Dickson Ranch. But 
you can be sure that Grace will parade her cool car down Railroad at High Noon 
and invite anyone else to participate by being behind her in the parade or watch-
ing and cheering from the sidelines!! Look for billboard signs along SFD, Next 
Door and the SGV Lions website: http://e-clubhouse.org/sites/sgvalley/

SGV Stewards
New Stream Rules and Valley Map 
Marin County Community Development Agency is drafting a new stream ordi-
nance and has hired a public outreach facilitator to engage community members 
and ask for public comments. San Geronimo Valley Stewards have discussed sug-
gestions with County staff. The ordinance will govern only private parcels in San 
Geronimo Valley, not public lands, and not other areas of Marin County.
 
The County will adopt a revised stream map based on LIDAR technology (Light 
Detection and Ranging). The revised map will detail all water courses, physi-
cal improvements, impervious areas and topography in the Valley. The map will 
determine if your home parcel is inside the 100-foot stream conservation area. 
San Geronimo Valley Stewards are communicating with the multi-governmental 
agency (including OneTam and Golden Gate Parks Conservancy) which will pre-
pare the map. 
 
For continuing updates, please visit our website www.sgvstewards.com.

San Geronimo Childcare Center
On June 15, 2021 the San Geronimo Childcare Center will have been open a full 
year, following the Covid close down. For both the Toddler and Preschool pro-
grams, teachers have used the indoor 
(with doors and windows open) and 
spacious outside play yards to great 
advantage. The children have had 
plenty of opportunity to be creative, 
build things, run, have quiet times 
and participate in group time with 
special music, stories and movement. 
With summer travel and vacations, 
we often have space for new chil-
dren. The toddler age group is 18 

-36 months, and the preschool age 
group is age 3-5 years old. If inter-
ested, give us a jingle: 415 488-4655 
and leave a message for our Director, 
Sharon Dahme. 

San Geronimo Valley Emergency Fund
The San Geronimo Valley Emergency Fund has been serving our community 
since 2001. We are dedicated to providing financial assistance to qualifying appli-
cants who are experiencing hardship due to unforeseen circumstances. Our board 
decides awards on a case by case basis. We are here to serve residents of the four 
villages of the San Geronimo Valley.

Over the years we have averaged $12,000 year in grants to the needy residents 
of our community. We are very grateful to our many generous donors without 
whom we could not help those in need. Due to the pandemic, we are unable to 
gather with you at this time in order to remind everyone that we are here to help. 

San Geronimo Valley Planning Group
In April the Planning Group held our first membership meeting in a year via 
zoom. Playing to a packed house, we hosted a presentation by the Coast Miwok 
Tribal Council of Marin - one of our most popular events ever.

The Council, a core group of lineal Marin Coast Miwok descendants, includes 
Dean Hoaglin (Dance Captain/Headman, Olumpali), Sky Road Webb (Fire 
Keeper/Hoipu, Tomales), Jason Deschler (Dance Captain/Headman, Sah-tah-
ko), Joe Sanchez (Elder/Hoipu, Rancho Nicasio), and Steve Sciallo (Fire Keeper/
Headman, Etcha Tamal).
 
They shared history, lore, wisdom, and songs of 
their traditional culture. The Miwok are the original 
inhabitants - and environmental protectors - of Marin, 
tending this beautiful land for thousands of years 
before the colonizers arrived. 
 
Visit the Council’s website at www.
CoastMiwokofMarin.org to learn more and stay in 
touch. Visit our website at SGVPG.org for a link to a 
video of the presentation.

Marin County Parks
Help a Frog

Marin nature lovers, a frog needs your help. The foothill yellow-
legged frog was once widespread throughout California. But decades 
of land development, dam building, and agricultural cultivation 
have resulted in widespread population declines. The frogs are now 
a Federal Species of Concern, a U.S. Forest Service Sensitive Species, 
and a California Species of Special Concern.

Foothill yellow-legged frogs (Rana boylii) spend much of their lives in or near 
the streams and rivers that flow through Marin forests, chaparral, and woodlands. 
They prefer rocky bottoms 
and sunny banks. They usually 
attach their eggs to rocks in 
bright, open spots with flowing 
water, helping scientists moni-
tor the health status of water-
shed creeks and streams.

In Marin County, these frogs 
are in significant decline. Small 
populations are now found 
only in a few creeks in isolated, 
disconnected watersheds. One 
of the main threats to this species in Marin is open space visitors. When people 
(and canine companions) step through creeks they unintentionally trample frog 
eggs and young tadpoles. 

Regional land managers, including Marin County Parks and Marin Municipal 
Water District, are working to protect the frogs. For example, at Carson Falls, 
trails have been realigned and a bridge constructed, to prevent visitors from hik-
ing through creeks. Because the frog eggs need water and sunlight to survive, 
some canopy is also trimmed, to encourage the frogs to lay eggs in less trafficked 
areas of the stream. 

Scientists monitor creeks throughout the year, to measure the success of these 
and other initiatives. Saving even one egg mass has a positive effect on this sensi-
tive frog population. Frog eggs also nourish many other creatures who live in and 
around the creek.

You can help. Stay out of open space creeks. Don’t collect tadpoles or frogs. Or 
sign-up to become a volunteer frog docent, and educate visitors during the spring 
when eggs and tadpoles are at their most vulnerable. Check out the following 
links to learn more.

One Tam: onetam.org/peak-health/foothill-yellow-legged-frog

Frog Docents: marinwater.org/volunteer

The Toddler group say thank you after a 
romp in the beautiful yard and garden of 
SGCC Board member, Laurie Klein (known 
as Minnow by the children.) Also pictured is 
Toddler teacher, Bobbie Sanchez. Laurie’s own 
children and five grandchildren also attended 
SGCC. Photo by Margaret Krauss

Maria Copa in 1932
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Movie Muse
by Peter Oppenheimer

What must it be like to be an indigenous person, adrift 
in a settler/colonial culture, a feature of which is the sub-
jugation, neutering, mocking and disappearing of your 
own culture? A mesmerizing 2019 film from Brazil, The 
Fever (A Febre), tells the story of a working class indig-
enous man transplanted to a crowded city, where he lives 
a marginal but meaningful life with his daughter, while 
working as a security guard/night watchman at the busy, 
local port. The focus is on the inner lives of its indige-

nous characters and the subtle and distinct ways in which the world presents itself 
differently to them than it does to mainstream society. 

The very definition of the word indigenous refers to an intimacy with the land 
(from the Latin indigena, “sprung from the land”). But who are they then if their 
land was stolen, and most today have no current claim to any land anywhere to 
call their own and lay their head?

In an artful way The Fever suggests how the colonizing of consciousness may be 
as severe and detrimental as has been the colonizing of the land. Justino, the man 
at the heart of this film, has managed to maintain a wisdom, dignity, composure, 
and mystical connection with unseen forces, in spite of the injustices and indigni-
ties of his life and the life of his people. The film itself has an unconventional way 
of distinguishing and prioritizing between actuality, dream and the reality behind 
both waking and dreaming.

Two of the ways it does this are through creating images of the actual that are 
very dreamlike and by presenting dreams in a very ambiguous manner. Another 
way it works some paradigm-shifting magic is through its soundtrack that is also, 
at once, both dreamy and ambiguous. Initially, we hear crickets and frogs, even 
before we see anything. As the image arises, the sounds transform into heavy 
machinery, and we are introduced to Justino, wearing a uniform and hard hat, 
and staring dreamily into the distance. He closes his eyes and seems to nod off. Is 
he dreaming? Is what’s going on around him his dream? Is he hyper-present; is he 
hypnotized; is he seeing something others aren’t seeing?

 

Back home in his small shack, he is cooking on a gas stove. Again, the sounds 
are featured. The sizzle from the frying pan evolves harmoniously into the sound 
of heavy rain just outside the door. Later after the rain stops, and as he is going 
to sleep on a hammock, the wind starts howling. We follow the wind to where 
it rattles some old venetian blinds at the medical clinic in town where Justino’s 
daughter is working as a nurse. 

Next day we’re back at work with Justino, and once again as he stands almost 

impassively, all around him swirls a captivating, monumental dance of cranes and 
freight containers of many colors, being lifted, rearranged and loaded onto tankers. 

That night at home with his daughter, whom since the death of his wife, is his 
only companion, she tells him she’s been accepted into medical school in the 
distant city of Brasilla. For how long, he asks. Five years. He is heartbroken, but 
does not want to discourage her. He wanders off to allow his emotions to prevail 
but out of her sight. Of course, she can sense his reaction and is no longer sure 
she wants to go. We understand something of indigenous sensibilities through 
their family dynamic and also through how they treat others outside the family. 

At work Justino gets called in to Human Resources for being “distracted and 
unfocussed” on the job. He is let off with a warning. That night he comes down 
with a fever which he tells his daughter, “might not be a fever, but something 
else.”

Is it related somehow to a mysterious animal which has been attacking the barrios’ 
domesticated animals? Justino joins a posse to go out at night and search for this 
creature.

These points are the mere skeleton or scaffolding upon which the experience 
of The Fever is erected. The plot points are almost secondary to the contrast 
of contemporary society’s very matter-of-fact, utilitarian way of perceiving and 
organizing experience as opposed to a more time-honored and less timebound, 
less concrete or compartmentalized way of experiencing, as represented by the 
indigenous world-view.

At one point when talking with his brother about the medications the doctors 
prescribed for him to address his “distractedness” and fever, Justino’s brother says 
to him, “What do these doctors know? They do not even know how to look into 
dreams?” After watching The Fever, I am convinced that such an aptitude is just 
one of the very many ones that could benefit us, individually and as a society, 
right about now.

In local news, and while on the subject of much we have to gain from indigenous 
perspectives, kudos to the San Geronimo Valley Planning Group for hosting, 
and Nancy Binzen for moderating, an illuminating presentation from the Coast 
Miwok Tribal Council about their traditional ways and contemporary insights 
into the nature of a number of crises we are facing. That 90 minute presenta-
tion is available to stream on YouTube, under the title of “Coastal Miwok Tribal 
Council of Marin.” The different presenters each have a unique yet unifying per-
spective to offer. 

One highlight is the traditional story told about how “The First People,” who sig-
nificantly were not human but Coyote, Deer, Bear, Raven and Kulupi, the hum-
mingbird, were able to bring fire down to earth. 

Another highlight is the report made by a young man who is steeped in Miwok 
wisdom and lore, after touring the land at the site of the former golf course and 
present community commons. Looking at that land through the eyes of the 
indigenous people who lived on, with and from that land for thousands of years 
before the coming of the settler/colonialists and hearing their perspective on what 
has transpired in the interim is extremely enlightening.

The humility each of the presenters embodied was itself a kind of revelation. As 
was their universal compassion and insight.

The presenters were able to share many artifacts and recent creations, such as 
intricate, symbolic, multi-purpose baskets, as well as a fully-functional boat made 
from Tule reeds. We also learn about certain local plants that were used medici-
nally, nutritionally and ceremonially. There is much more to recommend this 
presentation. If it sounds at all interesting, check it out too. You likely won’t be 
disappointed. 
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Tonight’s Sky (June-Aug)
by Rich Lohman
Whenever I begin writing this quarterly article on the night sky I always think 
about what has changed from last year at this time, and what has remained the 
same. The things that are always the same in the sky year after year are the stars 
and the constellations they form. Adding to that list are the star clusters, nebulae 
and galaxies that, with a few exceptions, cannot be seen with our naked eyes. The 
things that are always changing are the positions of the planets and the phase and 
location of the moon.

I was recently asked a question about the moon which I think is worth answer-
ing here. The question was, “Does the moon rotate?” The direct answer is “yes” 
it does! You may be surprised by the answer because as we view the moon each 
night, although we see different portions of it illuminated (its phases), we’re still 
seeing the same face night after night. But we are also seeing the moon in a posi-
tion further east every night. On a given night we may see the thin crescent of a 
new moon in the West at sunset. Many nights later we see a full moon rising in 
the East at sunset. In order to present the same face to us in each new position 
the moon has to rotate just slightly each night. Bottom line, the moon rotates 
exactly one revolution during its 29 day journey around the earth.

If you’re looking for planets during this summer period, you’ll have to wait until 
late August to begin seeing both Saturn and Jupiter in the evening sky low in 
the East. However, during the period July 10-14, look for Venus and Mars close 
together and very low in the western sky at sunset. Venus will be considerably 
brighter than Mars, but Mars will have a noticeable orange tint. 

What is the same in the summer sky? The two constellations I always look for, 
low in the south, are Scorpius and Sagittarius. The heart of the scorpion is the 
very bright and orange star Antares. Sagittarius is identified by the “teapot” 

shape with the steam (the Milky Way) pouring out of its spout. See the skymap 
included. Spend some time staring into that region just above the spout. You are 
looking into the very center of our Milky Way galaxy. If it were visible, 30,000 
light years in, you would see the supermassive black hole in the center of our gal-
axy. Its mass is equivalent to 4.3 million suns! And while you’re there, take some 
moments to scan your binoculars up and down the milky swath of our galaxy. 
There are jeweled treasures there to treat your eyes!

Feel free to contact me if you have questions: richneal@pacbell.net!

San Geronimo Valley Historical Society
Announcements

Thank you to all who joined for the May 23 online forum Zoom event with 
the Coast Miwok Tribal Council of Marin! A big thank you as well to the 
council members, as well as the Community Center for hosting.

As we continue to navigate the pandemic, our current focus remains on collect-
ing oral histories and digitizing donated materials. If you have any photos, tapes 
(VHS or audio cassette), or memorabilia related to Valley history, please con-
sider donating them to us for preservation, curation, and display in an eventual 
Valley history museum and archive space - as well as for online display.

Owen Clapp
owenclapp@gmail.com
sgvhistoricalsociety@gmail.com

Time Capsule

West of Lagunitas, in Taylorville - the paper mill town named for Samuel P. 
Taylor that grew to over 100 residents at its peak in the late 1800s - the chil-
dren of papermill workers traveled a short distance north up the course of 
Lagunitas creek to Tocaloma School, where a one room schoolhouse much like 
the Valley’s first in San Geronimo provided public education from the incorpo-
ration of the Tocaloma School District in 1884 through its dissolution in 1927. 
The building sat at the entrance to the Cheda Ranch (Cheda Ranch Road) on 
the east side of today’s Sir Francis Drake Boulevard.

The one-room schoolhouse of the Tocaloma School District (1884-1927)

I also more and more realize that I am a living witness for much of what happened in 
our country since the 1930’s – the Great Depression, Jim Crow, restrictive covenants, 
the War, the liberation of the camps, McCarthyism, the Civil Rights movement, the 
Women’s Movement, the movement for gay rights. I lived through these movements that 
preceded and informs where we are today in the newest struggle for civil, social and eco-
nomic justice. Much of what we should know of our history is only now coming to light 
as a result and benefit of social media. The current revolution is in fact being televised. 
What is text book history for most people who are alive today is part of my living mem-
ory and reality. What is included in history text books and covered in our educational 
curricula was written by those in power. So much was glossed over or never included. 

Memoir writing doesn’t come easy for me. I do better with guidance and deadlines. I 
was helped by a wonderful class that I took at the College of Marin a couple of years 
ago that was taught by the very talented Melanie Vetter who is a brilliant and encour-
aging teacher. These past few months Melanie was engaged by West Marin Senior 

Services to offer the class without charge on Zoom. I am very grateful for the opportu-
nity to once again learn from Melanie Vetter and I have been going back and editing 
old stuff and writing new material. 

Fortunately, my brain, my vision and my memory are, all things considered, holding 
up pretty well. But without the help of my computer and my cellphone I’m afraid I 
would experience many more lapses and irretrievable senior moments. These mod-
ern day technological miracles are my adjunct memory for phone numbers, e-mail 
addresses, words, shopping lists and other reminders that would otherwise be relegated 
to hand written slips of paper or post-its that might be illegible if they could be locat-
ed at all. 

The more I engage in this process of remembering and writing, the more comes to 
light and the better able I am to put the pieces and fragments together into what 
seems to be a coherent whole. At least that is the story I am telling myself.

Reflections continued from page 12
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Basketball Camp 2021
The 46th annual Basketball Camps for boys and girls will be held 
this summer at Archie Williams High School in San Anselmo. It is 
open to all boys and girls entering the 3rd through 10th grade and 
is an incredible opportunity for campers to learn and improve at the 
game of basketball while having a lot of fun!

Here are the dates for the summer of 2021:

Session I: Monday, June 14th – Thursday, June 17th
Session II: Monday, June 21st – Thursday, June 24th
Session III: Monday, June 28th – Thursday, July 1st
Session IV: Monday, July 12th – Thursday, July 15th
Session V: Monday, July 19th – Thursday, July 22nd

All sessions run from 8:30 to 4:00 with an awards ceremony at 2:45 
on the final day each week
The fee for each week of camp is $200
To register online please visit: marinlearn.augusoft.net

Bobcat Basketball 
Camp 2021
Join us for three fun filled days of basketball skills and drills with 
these awesome Lagunitas School alumni. Back in the day, these 
young adult coaches played for the Lagunitas Bobcats, CYO St. 
Cecilias, and then went on to play Varsity ball in high school!

July 19th – July 21st | 9:00am – 12:00pm 
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

Ages: Entering 3rd graders – entering 8th graders, all genders

Cost: $75, $150 for Bball camp plus half-time Day Camp

Coaches: Iona Normandi, Ruby Gleason and Sierra Cusick

To sign up for Bobcat Basketball camp, contact Howie at 415-497-
2291 or hcort@sgvcc.org.
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Phil Arnot 
by Jean Berensmeier 
1924 - 2021

Our family met Phil in 1979 on a Valley trail on 
Barnabe Ridge in Lagunitas and bonded instantly. 
He loved to tell stories of his life (repeatedly) and 
we loved hearing them (repeatedly). We once 
asked Phil how he would describe himself. He 
said, “ . . . WW II Combat veteran (B-17 co-
pilot), Wilderness Guide, Wilderness consultant, 
track star, political activist, author and photogra-
pher.” He gave our family his 359 page autobiog-
raphy and a copy of his 42 page WW II - Memoir. 
Phil had a remarkable memory and could recall 
names and dates of individuals and events from 
early childhood through school and his adult 
years. We had never met anyone like him. When our family founded Wilderness 
Way in 2001, to provide environmental education programs in the Lagunitas 
School Dist., he joined the board and became the treasurer until his passing. 
 
That said, here’s an interview of Phil as he vividly recalls his life as well as how 
friends remember him: 
 
Earliest Valley Memories - “My love for adventure and the outdoors was due 
to the great inheritance I received from my grandmother, Mattie. She bought a 
small parcel of land in Lagunitas for about $4000 in the 1920’s and had a rustic 
cabin built that she visited regularly. My mother put me, a 5 year old, on the 
train in Sausalito and Grandma Mattie would meet me in Lagunitas. Childhood 
summers are rich with memories of walks in the neighborhood; on the slopes of 
Mt. Barnabe; gathering huckleberries on a trail just east of where the bridge on 
Mountain View crosses Lagunitas Creek and then having huckleberry muffins for 
dinner cooked on her old stove that I still use. I especially remember the fire road 
we loved to walk, deep into the southern reaches of what we then called Lagunitas 
Canyon before Peters Dam was built and the filling of Kent Lake made Lagunitas 
Canyon a memory. I recall the old store in Lagunitas. It was both a grocery store 
and Post Office until (I think) the early ’40’s.” 
 
A second early childhood memory that had a life long impact was the nightmare 
I frequently had of bat-like monsters that “lived” in my closet. I vividly remember 
deciding to bravely open that closet door one night and charge the “monsters.” They 
fled and disappeared. I decided then and there that “fear is a prerequisite for courage.” 
 
Track and Field - “I wanted to be on the high school track team and WEAR A 
UNIFORM! I failed at the hurdles, floundered around in other events but found 
my calling in the 400m dash. I was 2nd at All City as a junior and won as a 
senior. I joined the Berkeley track team in 1950 in my freshman year and broke 
the meet record for the 800 meters (half mile). In 1980, in my 55-59 age group, I 
had the 5th fastest 800 meter time in the world and in 1981, the 3rd fastest 400 
meter time in the US. In 1984, my last year of competition, I placed 2nd in the 
US Nationals 400 meters in Oregon.” 
 
Years in the Army Air Force in WW II - “I was 18 years old when I enlisted in 
1942, and 19 when I graduated as a pilot and 2nd Lieutenant from flight school. 
I was too young to legally drink or vote but legally qualified to fly bombing mis-
sions over Germany. I didn’t think of myself as young. I remember devising an 
escape kit that I kept with me. It was a chest pack that contained maps, food and 
drugs in the event I ever went down. Somehow I had a confidence that I’d get 
through unhurt. I flew bombing raids over Germany aiming at military targets. 
Some of the bombs we dropped not only “injured” civilians but killed them. This 
was not deliberate but happened inadvertently because Germany’s military targets 
were almost always located inside large cities. Later I saw the film, The Memphis 
Belle, about a B-17 in WW II. Seeing the cabin interiors in startlingly accurate 
detail, I relived the combat and remembered the pilots who died so young. This 
film released the fear and strife that I had repressed since those war days. I broke 
down as it poured out.” 
 
War Ends/Education/Marriage/Teaching - After the war, but still in the Army Air 
Force, Phil learned photography in order to update military maps. Photography 
grew into a serious hobby. In 1950, after the war, Phil returned to UC Berkeley, 
earning a political science degree and teaching credential. In 1951, he married and 
became a US History teacher at Belmont High School. During this 20 year span 
he took students on weekend hiking trips which gradually evolved into longer 
trips in the summer, had 3 children and divorced in 1970. 
 
Advocate of “No War” - Because of his war experience Phil became a politically 
active “No War” advocate. In 1984 he became vitally interested in the Nicaraguan 
conflict, visited the war torn country and produced a photo collage that he 
showed at many venues. He raised $50,000 for medicine and a jeep that was sent 
to the country. 

 Wilderness Trips - “It was only natural that those early walks I took with 
Grandma Mattie would become more ambitious hikes that evolved into personal 
backpacking and mountain climbing experiences; then weekend trips with my stu-

dents and eventually backpacking trips I led. In 2016, I ended my 80th 7-14 day 
backpacking trip as a professional guide. My two best mountaineering accomplish-
ments were reaching the summits of Mt. McKinley (20,350’) in 1975 and Huyana 
Potesi (19,995’) in the Bolivian Andes at age 63 in l987.” 
 
Author - Phil’s love of the wilderness was exemplified in the following books he 
authored. Some include stunning photographs: 
The Mystique of the Wilderness, 1978 
Secret Places & Magic Moments, 1987 
Yosemite Valley: Secret Places & Magic Moments, 1992 
High Sierra - John Muir’s Range of Light, 1996 
Exploring Pt. Reyes (co-authored with Elvira Monroe), 1998. In this guidebook 
sold in the Pt. Reyes National Seashore Visitor Center, Phil describes a “secret” 
beach through a rock “tunnel” that can only be reached at low tide. It was a 
good seller but careless hikers ignored the cautions to return before the tide came 
in and had to be rescued. The book was removed from the sales rack until Phil 
could redo the description and emphasize the precautions needed. This is Paul 
Berensmeier and his wife Tina’s favorite “low tide” beach hike. 
 
Photography - Besides the stunning photos in some of the books he authored, 
Phil did many slide show programs of his adventures in the wilderness. Phil Sotter 
of Woodacre was impressed with a slide program he saw in 2008 which included 
many scenes of the Valley. Phil Sotter’s encouragement, generosity and expertise 
resulted in a 17 minute DVD called “The Hills of Home” by Phil Arnot. Phil 
spoke of it as his “personal statement” about the San Geronimo Valley (SGV). He 
was a lifetime member of the SGV Planning Group and admired the groups tire-
less efforts to protect the rural character and natural resources of the Valley. He 
generously offered the DVD as a gift to attract new members. Recent discussions 
are underway to put “The Hills of Home” on YouTube. 

Valleyites remember Phil: 
Bev Kinsey: “My husband Roy and I joined Phil on a 2 week trip from the north 
side of the Brooks Range to the Beaufort Sea in Alaska. Paul Berensmeier was with 
us. The bush pilot dropped us off where we were to camp our first night. Phil got 
us together and said, The Head (men’s toilet) is out that way 40 yards. “Oh crap,” 
said the youngest male, “Why so damn far?” All Phil did was to look at me. It 
turns out I was the only woman!” 
 
Jacqui Haber: “It was an honor to call him "Friend.” A gentleman who lived by a 
strong personal code of honor. He was a very compassionate man when it came to 
affairs of nature's wilderness and peace. His memory is a blessing.” 
 
Paul Berensmeier: “Phil asked me to go on many of his trips. He wanted me to 
take over his Wilderness Guide trips as his health declined. I loved him and always 
will but mountaineering and trips to other countries was not for me. I used much 
of what he taught me here at home in our Wilderness Way trips with children 
making their own discoveries in the magnificent open space preserves that sur-
round us here in the San Geronimo Valley.” 
 
“The love of my life” - On one trip led by Phil to the southern Sierra Nevada 
range our family met Sandy Claire, a fun, vivacious woman. The attraction 
between her and Phil during the trip was obvious despite a 20 year age difference. 
From that time on Phil referred to Sandy as, “The love of my life.” They enjoyed 
saying that they spent over 700 days together in the wilderness. 
 
Health Issues - Decades of carry-
ing heavy backpacks and strenuous 
mountaineering climbs began to take 
a heavy toll on his body. Phil tolerated 
the discomfort as best he could but 
medications and surgery were of little 
help and his decline accelerated as he 
approached his mid-90’s. Sandy called 
to tell us Phil’s health issues had esca-
lated and the prognosis was not good. 
He was taken to a retirement home. 
Paul and I visited him immediately. 
We brought along a copy of his film, 
“The Hills of Home,” playing it to his 
delight. We relived the 1983 story of 
the 1600 acre Hendricks/Horne devel-
opment that wrapped around each 
village below San Geronimo Ridge. 
The community opposed it but there 
was no money to purchase it as Open 
Space. But property sales were slow 
over the next decade. The developers 
ran into financial trouble and wanted 
to sell. Phil recalled the photos he took 
of the land to help encourage county 
Supervisors to purchase it. On January 
1, 1995, an unusually warm sunny 
day, dozens of Valley neighbors gathered together on Woodacre Ridge dancing and 
singing in celebration of the county acquisition of 1300 acres of the Hendricks/
Horne property we renamed the Giacomini Open Space Preserve. Phil smiled in 
joyful remembrance. As we left, his final words were, “I want to go home.” Phil 
slipped away the following Tuesday morning on April 6, 2021 at the age of 96. 

Phil Arnot and Sandy Claire in 
Yosemite Valley 

Phil Arnot with the "love of his life" Sandy 
Claire, in Yosemite Valley


